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Executive Summary and Key Findings 
 

The San Juan Islands form an archipelago in northwestern Washington, with Haro Strait 
and Boundary Pass to the west, and Rosario Strait to the east.  This area experiences 
strong currents and tidal rips, occasional strong winds, and heavy fog. The islands are 
positioned between major shipping routes traveled by vessels calling at ports in both 
Washington and British Columbia. Large vessel traffic along these routes is expected to 
increase significantly due to proposed port expansion projects in both the U.S. and 
Canada, with the increase in ship traffic and associated potential for large oil spills 
highest on the western side of the islands in Haro Strait and Boundary Pass. 

San Juan County is concerned about both current oil spill risks and the potential for 
increased risk as more ships pass the Islands. The County contracted Nuka Research 
and Planning Group, LLC (Nuka Research) to analyze the potential capacity of current 
oil spill response forces to respond to a marine oil spill in its adjacent waters. The Puget 
Sound Partnership provided the County with funding for this project to implement Puget 
Sound Action Agenda Near Term Action, C8.3 “Evaluate Oil Spill Response Capability in 
the San Juans.” 

This study assessed some of the most important aspects of oil spill response in Haro 
Strait/Boundary Pass and Rosario Strait by considering the impact of different factors on 
maximum potential on-water oil recovery capacity across a series of modeled scenarios. 
This study did not analyze oil spill probability, prevention, or consequences. 

 

 

Figure ES-1. 
Locations used 
in modeled 
spill scenarios 
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Twenty-six scenarios were modeled using the Response Options Calculator (a tool 
developed by for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) to help San 
Juan County understand how various aspects of the context in which an oil spill may 
occur, such as the location (east or west side of the Islands), time of the spill, type of oil, 
season, wind speed, and spill volume would impact the maximum capacity of response 
forces to recover oil at a hypothetical spill location at Turn Point in Haro Strait. (A second 
hypothetical spill location, Point Lawrence in Rosario Strait, was used for some 
scenarios to examine the impact of location on spill response capacity.) Scenarios were 
also used to analyze the impact on response capacity of: a delayed response, different 
transit speeds, addition of Canadian response resources, use of open-water response 
resources only, night operations, and hypothetical additional response resources based 
in San Juan County. 

All scenarios resulted in an estimated maximum potential response capacity for the on-
water recovery of free-oil. In this analysis, it is the results relative to each other that is 
important: the results are not intended to indicate how much oil would be recovered from 
an actual oil spill in real world conditions, but rather to illustrate the overall capacity of 
the system considering simplified oil slick weathering, some (but not all) environmental 
conditions, and the type and basic characteristics of the oil spill response system.  
However, the results do represent the upper bounds of how much oil could be recovered 
by the response forces analyzed. 

Though not included in the modeling tool used for the scenarios, the study also 
discusses the potential effects of a response gap (times when environmental conditions 
preclude response activities), currents, sinking oils, shoreline protection, marine debris, 
and trans-boundary issues on a response in the San Juan Islands. While a response 
gap analysis was not conducted as part of this study, the results of a recent analysis of a 
location just south of the San Juan Islands concluded that it would likely be impossible to 
implement mechanical recovery operations with the necessary aerial reconnaissance 
support 40% of hours in the summer and 60% of hours in the winter. 

The base case scenario considered a 2 million gallon spill of crude oil at Turn Point. 
Generally favorable conditions were assumed, including 25th percentile winds (3.8 
knots), a midnight spill (which allows resources to mobilize during darkness), and 
median water temperatures (48.4F). If nearly all the Response Action Contractors’ 
marine oil spill response resources in Washington and Oregon were deployed, the 
maximum potential recovery capacity, not including currents, would be 52%, with 26% 
remaining on the water (some oil evaporates).  

The figure below shows the difference in maximum potential recovery resulting from the 
other scenarios in comparison to the base case scenario.  
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Figure ES-2. Maximum potential recovery capacity as compared to base case scenario at Turn Point, 
applying variables related to location (Point Lawrence), oil type, spill timing, season, winds, spill 
volume, delays, alternative transit speeds, use of open-water response forces only, addition of 
Canadian response forces, and addition of resources stationed in the San Juan Islands 

The results show that heavy fuel oil is easier to recover than crude oil, while diluted 
bitumen is more difficult (even when the potential for oil submergence is not modeled). 
Environmental conditions have a significant effect, with recovery capacity higher in 
summer and when there is no wind. Recovery capacity is significantly lower in winter, 
and lower still with annual median winds (8.1 knots) or 75th percentile winds (11.9 knots). 
Getting to the response quickly is imperative: delays, regardless of reason, significantly 
reduce potential recovery, while faster transit speeds (such as those granted by the 
Department of Ecology) increase potential recovery. The inclusion of Canadian forces 
would increase potential recovery as well. Finally, adding response resources in the San 
Juan Islands increases potential recovery capacity as well.  

Nuka Research provides the following key findings based on a combination of this 
analysis and best professional judgment: 

1. The waters adjacent to the San Juan Islands present a very difficult environment 
to contain and recover a major marine oil spill.  This is primarily due to the high 
currents and rip tides that occur throughout the area on a daily basis. 
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2. This analysis indicates that with the current response resources used to their 
absolute maximum potential under nearly ideal circumstances, the upper 
threshold for potential on-water oil recovery capacity is roughly 1.6 million gallons 
in the San Juan Islands over 72 hours, if all oil remains available for recovery. 

3. Their location relative to mainland response bases does not result in a significant 
difference in potential response capacity between the Turn Point on the western 
side of the Islands and Point Lawrence to the east.  

4.  If Canadian response resources were deployed to a spill at Turn Point, this would 
marginally improve the potential recovery capacity over the base case. 

5. In order to maximize potential recovery capacity, it is imperative to initiate 
recovery operations as soon as possible. This could be enhanced by stationing 
equipment in San Juan County. 

6. There is adequate total on-water storage available to support the spill response 
forces assembled and modeled in this analysis, if all resources modeled are able 
to be deployed.   

7. Additional small barges would increase primary storage capacity and therefore 
skimming capacity for those strike teams that have relatively high recovery 
capacity but limited primary storage capacity. 

8. Free-oil recovery operations as modeled utilized almost all available workboat 
resources leaving few for other concurrent phases of the response, such as 
shoreline protection.   

9. While this study did not consider the availability of trained personnel overall, the 
personnel numbers used in the Western Response Resources List are not 
sufficient to conduct the response operations modeled.   

10. Aerial observations are an essential element of free-oil recovery that was not 
validated in this analysis. 

11. Logistics such as communications, food, housing, fuel, other supplies, 
decontamination, and waste management are a critical component of an oil spill 
response but were not validated in this analysis.   

12. The rapid transfer of recovered fluids from primary storage to secondary storage 
is an essential element of free-oil recovery that was not validated in this study.  

13. The fate and behavior of diluted bitumen spilled to marine waters is poorly 
understood and requires further study, including the types of diluted bitumen that 
may be shipped past the San Juan Islands and the effect of currents, 
sedimentation, and other characteristics of the marine environment there. 
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14. Estimated Daily Recovery Capacity is a poor metric for evaluating spill response 
capacity.   

15. Information about the composition and performance of response forces during 
drills and exercises were not readily available for this analysis.   

16. Trans-boundary response issues will complicate and possibly hinder oil spill 
response operations in waters adjacent to San Juan County. 

17. San Juan County, some area tribes, and interested citizens are concerned about 
the availability and capacity of oil spill response in the San Juan Islands and seek 
a viable forum for understanding and influencing spill prevention and response 
planning that affects them.  

The study concludes with the following general recommendations with associated 
supporting recommendations: 

1. Ensure that the existing response system is capable of a rapid large-scale 
mobilization of response resources, similar to those modeled in this study, in order 
to realize the full potential capacity of the existing system. 

2. Further enhance the ability to respond to oil spills in the San Juan Islands by 
dedicating additional free-oil recovery assets in the region and tailor those 
resources to the conditions that exist there. 

3. Modify or demonstrate planning assumptions to better reflect the complexity of 
spill response and real-world conditions. 

4. Further enhance transparency and create and sustain a forum to engage local 
governments, tribes, and other interested parties in oil spill prevention and 
response planning for the region. 
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ACRONYMS 
  
ASTM 
BAT 
bbl 

American Society for Testing and Materials 
Best Available Technology 
Barrels 

BC British Columbia 
EDRC 
FLIR 

Estimated Daily Recovery Capacity 
Forward Looking Infrared  

gal 
IOSA 
JRT 
JUAC 

Gallons 
Island Oil Spill Association 
Joint Response Team 
Joint Unified Area Command 

LIO Local Integrating Organization 
mph Miles per hour 
MSRC Marine Spill Response Corporation 
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NRCES 
OSRV 
PRC 

National Response Corporation Environmental Services 
Oil Spill Response Vessel 
Primary Response Contractor 

RAC Response Action Contractors 
ROC Response Options Calculator 
U.S. United States 
VTRA Vessel Traffic Risk Assessment 
WCMRC Western Canada Marine Response Corporation 
WRRL Western Response Resources List 
 

A NOTE REGARDING UNITS: 

Wherever possible, this study uses gallons (gal) as the unit of measure to describe the 
volume of fluids discussed. There are exceptions to this: 1) where the figures 

automatically generated by the Response Options Calculator can only be produced 
using barrels (bbl) of oil, and 2) when Estimated Daily Recovery Capacity is discussed, 

which is conventionally presented as barrels per day, or bbl/24-hours.  
One barrel of oil equals 42 gallons. 
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1 Introduction 
The San Juan Islands form an archipelago in northwestern Washington, with Haro Strait 
and Boundary Pass to the west, and Rosario Strait to the east. Dangerous tidal rips and 
strong currents in the area can reach 6 knots during large tides (NOAA, 2015a).  Winds 
in the islands are usually mild, but can exceed 40 knots as they are funneled by terrain 
(NWS, 2015).  Periods of heavy fog and long hours of darkness during winter can 
severely reduce visibility.  These environmental conditions present serious challenges to 
the recovery of an oil spill from marine waters. 

The San Juan Islands are positioned between major shipping routes traveled by vessels 
calling at ports in both Washington and British Columbia. Large vessel traffic along these 
routes is expected to increase significantly due to port expansion projects in both the 
U.S. and Canada, with the increase and associated potential for large oil spills highest 
on the western side of the islands in Haro Strait and Boundary Pass. 

San Juan County, which has the longest shoreline of any county in the continental U.S., 
contracted Nuka Research and Planning Group, LLC (Nuka Research) to inform their 
understanding of the potential capacity of current response forces to respond to a 
marine oil spill in its adjacent waters. The County is concerned about both current oil 
spill risks and the potential for increased risk as more ships pass the Islands (SJC, 
2015). This study assessed some of the most important aspects of oil spill response in 
Haro Strait and Rosario Strait by considering the impact of different factors on maximum 
potential on-water oil recovery capacity across a series of scenarios. This study did not 
analyze oil spill probability, prevention, or consequences. 

The Puget Sound Partnership provided the County with funding for this project to 
implement Puget Sound Action Agenda Near Term Action, C8.3 “Evaluate Oil Spill 
Response Capability in the San Juans.”  

1.1 Concern about the Potential for Large Oil Spills in the Islands 
The San Juan County Council is concerned about the potential for oil spills resulting 
from marine accidents of large vessel traffic transiting the waters adjacent to the San 
Juan Islands to and from refineries and ports in Washington and British Columbia.  

The Pacific Northwest is currently experiencing significant changes in maritime 
commerce including the type, volume, and mode of transportation of fossil fuels.  These 
changes will significantly increase the potential for large oil spills to the marine waters 
surrounding the San Juan Islands. With a number of proposed or pending port 
expansion projects in the region, there is the potential for deep draft vessel and fuel 
barge traffic to increase significantly in the future (DNV, 2012; Nuka Research, 2013a; 
Van Dorp and Merrick, 2014; Etkin et al., 2015).  
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The Vessel Traffic Risk Assessment (”VTRA 2010”) identified Rosario Strait and 
Guemes Channel, on the eastern side of the San Juan Islands, as the areas with the 
highest probability of a major oil spill in the region based on 2010 data.  If planned 
commercial projects in the northern Salish Sea proceed, then the probability of a large 
oil spill will not only remain in this eastern shipping channel, but will increase in Haro 
Strait and Boundary Pass such that the western side of the Islands will come to have the 
greatest potential for a large oil spill statewide. (Van Dorp and Merrick, 2014)  Figure 1 
shows outputs from VTRA 2010 representing these findings.	  

 

  

Figure 1. Potential oil loss around Salish Sea in 2010 (left) and possible future potential oil loss 
(right) (Van Dorp and Merrick, 2014), showing the areas with the highest potential for a large oil spill 
under the two scenarios. 

The San Juan Local Integrating Organization (LIO) was established to inform and 
advance the Puget Sound Partnership’s Action Agenda and local interests by identifying 
priorities and implementing conservation and restoration actions in the San Juan Islands’ 
ecosystem. The LIO Accountability Oversight Committee sets policy and is comprised of 
representatives from the San Juan County Council, Tulalip Tribes, Swinomish Indian 
Tribal Community, and Lummi Nation. In response to these changes in oil transportation, 
the San Juan County Council and LIO have identified oil spills as a major threat to the 
San Juan Islands’ ecosystem. Again, this study addresses the Near Term Action 
identified by the LIO. 

1.2 Project Approach and Scope 
The San Juan County Oil Spill Capacity Evaluation estimates the maximum potential on-
water oil recovery1 through a series of modeled scenarios that compare the effect of 
different factors under idealized conditions. The study considers potential on-water 

                                                
1 Potential on-water recovery capacity is used here as a proxy for overall spill response capacity, 
though the protection of shorelines and cleanup of oiled shorelines is also an important aspect of 
a spill response that was not within the scope of this study. However, shoreline oiling would be 
inevitable and likely heavy, should a spill occur in either of the two study locations. 
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recovery at two hypothetical spill locations as the basis for the analysis: one in Haro 
Strait (Turn Point) and one in Rosario Strait (Point Lawrence). (See Figure 2.)  

 
Figure 2. Scenario locations  

This study models 26 scenarios to help San Juan County answer the following 
questions: 

• How does the difference in response times affect potential oil recovery in 
Haro Strait as compared to Rosario Strait? 

•  

• How does the type of oil spilled, spill volume, time of day of the spill, 
season, or wind speed affect potential oil recovery? 

•  

• How do delays in response, changes in vessel transit speed, type of 
response forces used, night operations, or participation by Canadian 
response forces affect potential oil recovery? 

•  

• How would additional response resources based in San Juan County affect 
potential oil recovery? 

The answers to these study questions are intended to help inform the County Council 
and residents as to the adequacy of the existing oil spill preparedness and response 
system, and the importance of strengthening oil spill prevention in the area. In addition to 
answering these questions, the study briefly discusses the potential effects of a 
response gap (times when environmental conditions preclude any kind of response), 
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sinking oils, shoreline protection, marine debris, and trans-boundary issues on a 
response in the San Juan Islands.  

This study does not evaluate the likelihood that an oil spill may occur, nor does it 
consider the consequences of an oil spill. This study is also not a policy or compliance 
analysis. While information from oil spill contingency planning and planning requirements 
in Washington was used to inform the analysis, this study is not intended to evaluate the 
appropriateness of any specific policy or regulation, nor does it evaluate whether 
regulated parties are in compliance with state or federal requirements. Furthermore, the 
study analyzes the capacity of response systems and provides some additional 
observations from the project. It does not examine spill management. 

San Juan County invited key parties to participate in the study by asking questions and 
providing suggestions on the study design (April 22, 2015) and preliminary project 
findings (May 22, 2015), but retained sole responsibility for contractor oversight and 
approval of the final report. This report summarizes the analysis and subsequent 
recommendations developed by Nuka Research for San Juan County. It does not 
necessarily reflect the views those who generously contributed their time and 
knowledge. A summary of the second meeting convened by the County to discuss the 
project is included in Appendix A. 2  

1.3 Structure of the Report 
Section 2 of this report provides basic background information on oil spills and 
Washington State spill response planning requirements. Section 3 describes the study 
methodology. Section 4 presents the results of the base case scenario (at Turn Point), 
with the subsequent scenarios used to explore the sensitivity of the results to different 
parameters described in Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 summarizes the results of the 
scenarios and puts these results in the context of the state contingency planning 
requirements for San Juan County. Section 8 describes some of the issues that will 
impact a response in the County which are not included in the analysis. Key findings and 
discussion are included in Section 9, with recommendations in Section 10.  

  

                                                
2 The Swinomish Indian Tribal Community chose not participate in this project. 
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2 Background 
This section provides general background on the aspects of oil spill response and 
response planning that are relevant to this study: the fate of an oil spill in the marine 
environment, mechanical oil spill response, and response planning standards applicable 
to large vessels passing near the San Juan Islands. It also describes the relationship of 
this study to other recent work. 

2.1 Oil Spill Fate and Behavior 
Oil spilled to the marine environment will immediately begin to move with the tides, 
current, and wind. Oil will also begin to undergo physical and chemical changes through 
a process known as weathering. Oil movement and weathering will depend on the type 
of oil spilled and the characteristics of the marine environment at the time. Spilled oil will: 

• Spread horizontally across the water’s surface as the slick thins or is transported 
by tidal currents or winds,  

• Evaporate, 
• Disperse within the water column; and  
• Submerge either partially or fully (ITOPF, 2012).  

Physical and biological processes involved in oil weathering include spreading, 
evaporation, dispersion, dissolution, emulsification, photo-oxidation, sedimentation, and 
biodegradation as shown in Figure 3. 

Oil transport and weathering vary depending on the type of oil; mixing energy from 
current, waves, or winds; air and water temperature; and salinity (ITOPF, 2012). Lighter, 
refined petroleum-based products such as gasoline or kerosene tend to spread rapidly 
into silver or rainbow sheens, evaporate quickly, and leave minimal residue, if any (EPA, 
2014). By contrast, heavier crude oils are more likely to emulsify and become viscous, 
especially if they contain asphaltenes and resins, eventually coating shorelines and 
sinking (ITOPF, 2012). Section 8.3 discusses the potential for oil submergence, 
including diluted bitumen. 
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Figure 3. Oil weather processes (NOAA, 2015b) 

2.2 Oil Spill Response 
There are different approaches to containing, cleaning up, and treating oil spills. This 
study focuses on the mechanical recovery of oil that is floating on the water, sometimes 
referred to as free-oil recovery.  Mechanical recovery of free-floating oil is considered the 
preferred method to remove oil from the marine environment.  This approach uses oil 
recovery systems – primarily containment boom, oil skimmers, pumps, hoses, and 
storage devices – to contain, recover, and store spilled oil.  Oil may be contained on the 
water using different configurations of floating oil boom moved by vessels through the 
water. There are likewise many different types of skimming devices that recover the oil 
from the water’s surface (Potter, 2012). Oil and water (or other debris) that have been 
skimmed from the surface are held in primary storage tanks.  Once these tanks are full, 
the recovered fluids must be transferred to secondary storage tanks and the primary 
storage systems returned to service.  These recovered liquids must eventually be 
transported to a shore-based facility for long-term storage, treatment, and disposal.  
Adequate storage is critical to on-water mechanical recovery operations.  If storage runs 
out, recovery must cease. Decanting of the excess free water from the fluids recovered 
is a technique used during large spills to reduce the amount of storage required. 
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Figure 4 shows a generalized example of the process from containment to storage. Not 
pictured, but equally important, are the parts of the process that include finding or 
tracking the slick and managing the collected oily waste in accordance with state and 
federal law. 

Figure 4. Generalized on-water mechanical recovery from containment to storage 

Mechanical oil spill response relies on being able to access the oil on the surface of the 
water. In order for free-oil recovery tactics to be effective, the oil must be floating. 
Weathering, as described earlier, may also increase the oil viscosity (thickness) of the oil 
or emulsification (mixing with water).  Both of these processes can also impact 
mechanical recovery. Oil that reaches shore may become stranded there and is thus no 
longer available for on-water mechanical recovery tactics. Oil that reaches the shoreline 
may re-mobilize or incorporate shoreline sediments. Re-mobilized oil is more likely to 
submerge or sink.  Oiled shorelines may still be cleaned up, but adverse ecological 
impacts will occur as a result of the oiling, and the clean-up process can be very lengthy 
and labor-intense. (Shoreline protection and cleanup were not modeled as part of this 
study.) 

The natural movement and weathering of an oil spill starts immediately after the spill and 
necessitates immediate response operations if any significant amount oil is to be 
efficiently recovered from the surface of the water. There is general consensus among 
spill response professionals that the best window-of-opportunity for mechanical recovery 
of oil spills that remain floating is within the first 72 hours after the spill occurs (Dale et 
al., 2011; Nordvik, 1995), though in some circumstances oil may be unrecoverable after 
just a few hours. 
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Sometimes wind, waves, and other 
environmental conditions prevent or impede 
safe and effective oil spill response 
operations.  This “oil spill response gap” is 
discussed further in Section 8.1. If a response 
is delayed due to environmental conditions – 
or for any reason – this will decrease the 
chances of collecting the oil while it is most 
readily accessed floating on the water.  

2.3 Planning for Oil Spill 
Response in San Juan Islands 
Large vessels transiting the marine waters 
adjacent to the San Juan Islands en route to 
or from U.S. ports are required to meet both 
U.S. federal and Washington State oil spill 
contingency planning requirements. Vessel 
operators must demonstrate that they have a 
certain amount of equipment available that 
could be on scene within certain timeframes. 
These requirements are typically based on the 
type and size of the vessel, though in the case 
of both U.S. and Washington State 
regulations, there are upper limits on the 
amount of equipment required for planning 
purposes.  

The State of Washington strives for a “rapid, 
aggressive, and well coordinated” oil spill 

response. Contingency plans approved by the state must demonstrate how plan holders 
will achieve such a response (Department of Ecology, 2014).  

In addition to complying with the state regulations, oil spill contingency plan holders must 
also meet two additional state standards relevant to this study, discussed in the following 
sections: 

• Best Achievable Protection 
• San Juan County planning standard 

2.3.1 Best Achievable Protection 
Washington State regulations set a goal of “best achievable protection,” defined at WAC 
173-182-030(3) as: 

Washington State Contingency Plans 

“A contingency plan is like a ‘game plan,’ that 
outlines what is necessary to ensure a rapid, 
aggressive and well coordinated response to an 
oil spill. Critical elements of these plans include: 

• Notification and call out procedures to 
ensure response teams and resources 
are activated immediately. 

• Identification of spill management teams 
necessary to manage a spill or incident 
response.  

• Analysis of the planning standards and 
worst case spill volume to assess the 
necessary response needs.  

• Appropriate response equipment and 
personnel to respond to a worst case 
spill.  

• Identification of oil types and properties.  
• Contracts with primary response 

contractors to provide response 
equipment and personnel necessary to 
respond.  

• Commitment for drills to test the plan.” 

Source:  
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/spills/preparedness/cplan
/cplans.html 
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"Best achievable protection" means the highest level of protection 
that can be achieved through the use of the best achievable 
technology and those staffing levels, training procedures, and 
operational methods that provide the greatest degree of protection 
achievable. Ecology's determination of best achievable protection 
shall be guided by the critical need to protect the state's natural 
resources and waters, while considering: 

(a) The additional protection provided by the measures; 
(b) The technological achievability of the measures; and 
(c) The cost of the measures. 

The Department will review BAP regularly, with a focus on specific topics established 
through five-year review cycles. Several topics currently under review are relevant to an 
oil spill response in the San Juan Islands, or to a establishing response standards for 
this are: submerged oil and associated response, aerial surveillance and remote 
sensing, alternatives to Estimated Daily Recovery Capacity (see Section 2.3.2). The 
Department also notes an ongoing study on the effects of diluted bitumen in the 
environment. (Department of Ecology, 2015). 

2.3.2 San Juan County Planning Standard 
Under Washington State regulations, the Department of Ecology applies a geographic-
specific planning standard if vessels or facilities will operate in certain regions. There is a 
planning standard specific to the San Juan Islands area (see Figure 5) at WAC 173-182-
370.  
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Figure 5. Map of San Juan County planning standard area defined under state regulations.  This area 
is contiguous with the county boundaries. 

The Department of Ecology uses a guidance document entitled, “Evaluating 
Contingency Plan Holder Planning Standards” (Department of Ecology, 2013) to 
determine whether a plan holder meets the applicable standard either with their own 
resources or through a contract with an approved Primary Response Contractor (PRC). 
This document includes assumptions such as the time it will take to mobilize the 
equipment, response equipment transit speeds, estimated daily recovery capacity 
(EDRC) of skimming equipment, number of response personnel, and other relevant 
methods and assumptions.  

Estimated daily recovery capacity (EDRC) is a measure used by both federal 
regulators and the Department of Ecology to quantify the capability of skimming 
systems required under regulations. EDRC is a rate, typically expressed in 
barrels/day, and calculated as 20% of the manufacturer’s nameplate recovery rate 
for the equipment (Department of Ecology, 2013). EDRC essentially measures how 
quickly the skimming pumps can take up fluid, with a standard deduction from the 
manufacturer-named rate to acknowledge losses of efficiency. Reductions in efficiency 
are not quantified beyond the 20% “derating,” but could result, for example, from the 
uptake of water or debris in addition to oil, or oil that escapes recovery or containment. 
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Table 1 identifies specific values in these guidelines that relate to the modeled spill 
scenarios used in this study. Table 2 summarizes the equipment required to meet the 
standard for San Juan County. 

Table 1. Planning standard assumptions related to this study 

TOPIC ASSUMPTIONS RELATED TO PLAN COMPLIANCE REVIEW 

Skimming 
Capacity 

20% of skimmer nameplate, or “estimated daily recovery capacity” 
(EDRC)* 

Notification 
Time 

Immediate 

Equipment 
Mobilization 
Times 

• Dedicated equipment owned by plan holder, with dedicated 
transport – 30 minutes  

• Dedicated equipment owned by PRC, with dedicated transport – 1 
hour 

• Non-dedicated equipment – 3 hours 

Travel 
Speeds 

• 35 mph by road 
• 5 knots over water 

Distance  From storage location to nearest edge of planning standard area 

Work Shifts 12 hours 

*Alternatives may be requested and, at the discretion of the Department, approved for plan 
compliance purposes, per WAC	  173-‐182-‐350(5). 
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Table 2. Equipment delivery requirements for San Juan County derived from the planning standard 
at WAC 173-182-370 

HOUR 
AFTER SPILL 

TOTAL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO PROTECT  
SAN JUAN COUNTY PLANNING AREA (MAXIMUM) 

2 • Workboat (to conduct safety assessment) 
• 1,000 ft of boom* 

3 • 3,000 ft of boom* 

4 • 3,200 ft of boom, with 200 ft of it capable at 2 knots in “waves” 
• 196 bbl (8,231 gal) of temporary storage 
• Ability to collect oil (capability not specified) 

6 • 13,200 ft of boom (suitable to operating environment) 
• Skimming capacity of 12,500 bbl (525,000 gallons) per 24 hrs  
• Storage capacity of 1 x EDRC (525,000 gallons) 

12 • 23,200 ft of boom (suitable to operating environment) 
• Skimming capacity of 36,000 bbl (1.5 million gal) per 24 hrs  
• Storage capacity of 1.5 x EDRC (2.3 million gallons) 

24 • 43,200 ft of boom (suitable to operating environment) 
• Skimming capacity of 48,000 bbl (2.0 million gal) per 24 hrs 
• Storage capacity of 2 x EDRC (4.0 million gal) 

48 • More boom as necessary 
• Skimming capacity of 60,000 bbl (2.5 million gal)/24 hrs 
• More storage as necessary not to slow response 

* Equipment required in Hours 2-3 must be resident in the planning area. 
 

Planning standards are used only for contingency plan approval purposes, they do not 
mean that a plan holder will be penalized if the timing or other requirements are not met 
during an actual oil spill response, nor do they exempt a plan holder from its legal 
responsibility to contain and cleanup to an oil spill that requires more equipment than 
that specified by the planning standard (see WAC 173-182-310). 

2.4 Relationship to Other Studies 
The potential for oil spills from vessel traffic has been a focus of the Puget Sound 
Partnership, State of Washington Department of Ecology, and other groups representing 
those who live, work, and recreate on or near the waters of the Salish Sea. The authors 
acknowledge that extensive studies have been conducted or are on-going that relate 
broadly to this issue of marine oil spills in the San Juan County area. The San Juan 
County Oil Spill Response Evaluation is a stand-alone analysis that draws on, but does 
not directly utilize, the following studies as described: 
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• The Vessel Traffic Risk Assessment (known as ”VTRA 2010”) characterizes 
the potential for oil loss from shipping operations in Rosario and Haro Straits. It 
also discusses the potential for tug escorts for vessels transiting Haro Strait and 
Boundary Pass (Van Dorp and Merrick, 2014). The San Juan County study uses 
oil spill scenarios located Rosario Strait and Haro Strait, and considers the 
impact on potential oil recovery if additional response capacity was available for 
prompt deployment at or near Turn Point as could be the case if an emergency 
tow vessel or escort vessel was equipped for spill response. (This study does not 
evaluate prevention measures.) 

• The Washington Marine and Rail Oil Transportation Study cites the potential 
need for increased oil spill capacity in Haro Strait and reiterates the suggestion 
for further consideration of a rescue tug based at or near Turn Point (Etkin et al, 
2015). 

• The Assessment of Capacity in Washington State to Respond to Large-
scale Marine Oil Spills report from the Washington State Oil Spill Advisory 
Council assesses the ability to respond to a large oil spill in Washington waters 
(Mora, 2009). The San Juan County study applied some of the same types of 
strike teams used in this earlier study, but with current information about 
response resources in the region, which have increased in recent years.  
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3 Study Methodology  
After ensuring that everyone is safe, the first priorities in an oil spill response are to 
control the spill at its source and contain and recover oil that has spilled before it 
reaches the shore or mixes into the water column.  

This study used estimated on-water recovery of free-oil as proxy for oil spill response 
system capacity. Maximum potential response capacity is expressed as the total 
amount of oil and the percentage of the oil spilled that could be recovered from a 
theoretical spill scenario in the marine environment. This information is obtained by 
inputting information about response resources and other parameters into a model.   

Twenty-six scenarios were modeled to examine the relative impacts of different factors 
on the estimated amount of oil that could be recovered from the water’s surface. This 
section describes the study methodology. 

3.1 Research Questions  
This study models spill scenarios to answer the research questions in Table 3, which 
were developed with input from the County. The research questions fall into three 
categories: (1) spill context, (2) current response planning and forces, and (3) potential 
modifications to response forces. Section 3.6 describes the scenarios in more detail.  

Table 3. Research questions 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

SPILL CONTEXT: 

How does the difference in response times affect the maximum potential response 
capacity between Turn Point in Haro Strait and Point Lawrence in Rosario Strait? 

How much does type of oil change the relative maximum potential response capacity 
at Point Lawrence and Turn Point?   

How much does changing the time of day of the spill affect the maximum potential 
response capacity at Turn Point?   

How much does changing the season of the spill affect the maximum potential 
response capacity at Turn Point? 

How much do changes in wind speed affect the maximum potential response 
capacity at Turn Point? 

How does increasing the spill volume to a worst-case discharge for an articulated tug 
and barge or crude oil tanker change the maximum potential response capacity at 
Turn Point? 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS continued 

RESPONSE PLANNING AND FORCES: 

How much do delays in the response effect the maximum potential response 
capacity at Turn Point? 

How much do changes in response equipment transit speeds between Washington 
Department of Ecology planning standards and state approved industry alternates to 
those standards affect the maximum potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

How much does using only those response forces rated for the more demanding 
“Open Water” operating environment affect the maximum potential response 
capacity at Turn Point? 

How much will maximum potential response capacity improve at Turn Point if 
Canadian response forces are included? 

How much does allowing night operations change the maximum potential response 
capacity at Turn Point?   

How does adding resident response resources in San Juan County affect maximum 
potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

 

3.2 Overview of Methodology 
Marine oil spills are complex phenomena shaped by the amount and type of oil spilled, 
and the environmental conditions at the time of the spill (currents, wind, sea state, 
temperature, and salinity). Oil spill recovery operations are also complex. Their 
effectiveness depends on the nature of the spill as noted above, type and capabilities of 
response equipment, proficiency of the responders, ability to locate and track the oil 
slick, logistical support to sustain the response, and ability to operate in environmental 
conditions at the time.  In order to estimate potential oil spill recovery, a model can be 
used to calculate the effects of some of the variables mentioned above. Some 
simplifying assumptions must be made in order to reduce the complexity of the system.  
Even the most intricate models have some inherent inaccuracies and seldom, if ever, 
exactly predict real world outcomes.  However, a model such as the one used in this 
study can be useful to understand the relative effect of variables within a complex oil spill 
event and to estimate the overall potential of a recovery system. 

This study applies the Response Options Calculator (ROC), developed by Genwest 
Systems, Inc. for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, 2012; 
Genwest Systems, Inc. 2012a) to model how on-water oil spill response forces in the 
Pacific Northwest and southern British Columbia could be applied to various spill 
scenarios.   The ROC estimates the potential oil recovery capacity based on actual oil 
properties, specific (and simplified) oil spill response forces, and specified (and 
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simplified) environmental conditions. It allows for consideration of spill timing, 
seasonality, simplified environmental conditions, oil properties, and deployment logistics 
to estimate on-water oil recovery during the first 72 hours (three days) after a spill occurs 
(Mattox et al., 2014; Dale et al., 2011).  This study builds on previous work that used 
ROC or derivative models to estimate the response capacity of a given system (Nuka 
Research 2013b, 2012a, 2012b; Genwest Systems, Inc., 2012a).   

The analysis follows these steps: 

1. Develop research questions 
2. Develop parameters for hypothetical response scenarios to answer research 

questions 
3. Define response systems based on response resource inventories and locations, 

and best professional judgment regarding how response forces may be used  
4. Define model inputs 
5. Model scenarios 
6. Present and interpret results 

Fixed inputs are described in Section 3.5. Variable inputs, described in Section 3.6, are 
used to help answer the research questions.  

3.3 Use of Response Options Calculator 
The ROC combines previously developed NOAA models and adds new algorithms for 
slick spreading to: (1) estimate the amount of oil affected by skimming operations (or in-
situ burning or dispersant application) and (2) predict oil weathering based on the inputs 
used (Dale, 2011). Table 4 shows the general types of inputs used in the ROC on the 
left, and acknowledges some of the many factors that are not considered in the model 
on the right. Key factors that were not included in the model but are highly relevant to a 
spill response in the San Juan Islands are: strong currents, sinking oils, and shoreline 
protection or cleanup. 
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Table 4. Factors included, and not included, in the ROC modeling tool used for this analysis (based 
on information in Dale, 2011 and best professional judgment) 

FACTORS INCLUDED IN ROC SOME OF THE FACTORS  
NOT INCLUDED IN ROC 

• Spill size 
• Oil type 
• Wind speed 
• Water temperature 
• Timing – when the spill occurs and 

time it takes to get response system 
operational on scene 

• Characteristics of recovery 
systems 
o Swath width and skimming 

speed– how much area is 
covered, and how quickly 

o Efficiencies related to 
containment and recovery 

o Storage – amount of primary 
storage, and time taken to 
reach secondary storage and 
transfer oil 

o Decanting -  ability to separate 
water from the mixture of oil and 
free-water collected 

• Response duration - up to 5 days*  
 

• Location-specific 
characteristics – currents, tides, 
water depth or presence of land, 
salinity, particulate suspended in 
water column, debris, etc. 

• Wind direction 
• Oil submergence 
• Variability in oil slick thickness 
• Variability in environmental 

conditions during response 
• Additional environmental 

conditions – including wind 
gusts, visibility, sea state, etc. 

• Ability to track oil slicks 
• Personnel  – number, skill level 
• Protection of shoreline in 

general and sensitive areas in 
particular 

• Variability during a response of 
the factors that are included  

• Scenarios beyond 5 days 

*This analysis uses three days.  

3.4 General Assumptions 
Modeling is necessarily dependent upon a series of assumptions.  Assumptions inherent 
to ROC are described in the ROC Technical Document (Genwest Systems Inc., 2012a).  
All assumptions applied during the ROC simulations are noted in this report.  General 
assumptions include:  

• Weather and environmental conditions are conducive to safe response 
operations. 

• Oil is accessible to recovery systems (it remains floating on the water’s surface). 
• All equipment listed in inventories is available and operates without malfunction 

or failure. In addition, permission must be granted by the appropriate authorities 
to release the equipment from facilities in Washington where it is relied upon for 
contingency plan compliance, and from other jurisdictions (Oregon and, for one 
scenario, Canada.) 

• The response proceeds safely, with no disruptions. 
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• All necessary personnel are adequately trained, proficient in their required skills, 
and available in a timely manner. 

• All necessary logistical support is available and fully functioning. 
• Spill tracking and surveillance is effective and responders are successfully 

directed to the slick for each operational period.  
• Skimming systems operate in oil slicks of the average thickness of the given oil 

for the age of the spill. 
• Recovery operations occur during daylight hours, except in the single case that 

considers recovery during darkness. 

Figure 6 shows graphically how the use of optimistic assumptions leads to a best-case 
outcome. The real-world outcome will be worse: it will be determined by actual 
conditions and influenced by factors that are not incorporated in the model. 

Figure 6. Conceptual diagram depicting the influence of optimistic assumptions on ROC outputs 
(based on Mattox et al., 2014) 

It is not necessary to use a model to know that due to weather or other factors, it may be 
the case that no oil is recovered, or that some amount between the real-world best and 
worst cases is collected. As the purpose of the study is to understand the relative 
impacts of different factors or planning decisions on a hypothetical response, the model 
is most useful when assumptions are generally conducive to at least some oil recovery. 
While other models or analytical approaches may be used to estimate the likelihood of a 
spill, the potential for different spill volumes, the consequences of a spill, or the 
percentage of the time when no response is possible due to environmental conditions, 
these are outside the scope of this study.  
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3.5 Fixed Parameters 
Some of the scenario inputs remain the same across all scenarios. These primarily 
relate to the composition of strike teams and associated inputs, but also include the 
following fixed inputs: 

• Spill: The oil spill is a near-instantaneous, batch release. 
• Timing once on-scene: Initial set-up and deployment will take one hour once 

the response vessels arrive at the scene of the spill. 
• Scenario duration: Equipment that arrives on scene up to Hour 48 operates for 

up to 72 hours (3 days), depending on darkness. 

3.5.1 Overview of Existing U.S. Response Forces Used 
Response forces are recovery systems consisting of vessels, equipment, and 
personnel.3  All of the critical components of a recovery system must be in place and 
operational for the system to function.  A complete tactical recovery system is often 
referred to as a Free-oil Recovery Strike Team. This analysis uses existing response 
resources (personnel, vessels, and equipment)4 based in Oregon, Washington, and, for 
the scenario that includes Canadian forces, southern British Columbia (see Section 6.4).  
These resources are assembled into strike teams. The model estimates potential 
recovery capacity for each strike team and the cumulative capacity achieved with all 
strike teams working together. 

Figure 7 shows the response bases from which resources are assumed to be available 
for the hypothetical response scenarios.  

                                                
3 For this analysis, we assume that personnel will be available to mobilize and deploy vessels and 
equipment.  
4 Section 6.6 considers the potential impact of additional response resources located in the San 
Juan Islands. 
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Figure 7. Response base locations in the U.S. and Canada from which strike teams were assembled 
(Canadian forces are used only in one scenario) 

For this analysis, the Western Response Resources List (WRRL) was used to obtain 
inventory information and equipment specifications about available response resources.5  
We assumed that all of the resources of the following organizations were available: 
Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC), National Response Corporation 
Environmental Services (NRCES), and Global Diving and Salvage.  In addition, there are 
some vessels of opportunity listed in the WRRL, which were assumed to be available 
and capable of participating in the response. Equipment and vessels at the U.S. 
locations were assembled into 22 strike teams for free-oil recovery and three for 
secondary storage (25 total).  Resources were assembled based on best professional 
judgment and intended to maximize the potential for recovery in the San Juan Islands.6  
Appendix B shows each U.S. strike team and the associated inputs related to that strike 

                                                
5 Some equipment specifications had to be determined from manufacturer websites and other 
sources, such as spill response organization tactics manuals that are publicly available in other 
states. 
6 The Department of Ecology, MSRC, and NRCES were contacted with requests for information, 
but this was not provided within the project timeline.  
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team. Strike teams are summarized in Table 5. Based on numbers included in the 
WRRL, these strike teams include 216 personnel.7  

While shoreline protection is not directly included as part of this analysis, it is assumed 
that the Island Oil Spill Association’s (IOSA) resources would be entirely dedicated to 
deploying shoreline protective booming to keep oil away from sensitive areas.  

Table 5. Summary of U.S. strike teams 

No. Primary 
Vessel/Resource 

Owner of Primary 
Resource 

On-board 
Storage (gal) 

EDRC 

1 Park	  Responder	   MSRC	   168,000	   	  10,567	   
2 OSRB	  380	   MSRC-‐TOO	   1,596,000	   	  5,671	   
3 Shearwater	   MSRC	   57,792	   	  12,000	   
4 Columbia	   NRCES	   26,250	   	  9,052	   
5 Cape	  Flattery	   NRCES	   17,640	   	  2,427	   
6 Oregon	  Responder	   MSRC	   168,000	   	  10,567	   
7 Quest	   NRCES	   40,320	   	  1,440	   
8 OSRB	  Kittiwake	   MSRC-‐TOO	   982,800	   n/a	  –	  storage	  only	   
9 Royal	  Tern	   MSRC	   11,592	   	  6,000	   
10 OSRB	  Pelican	   MSRC-‐TOO-‐VOO	   499,800	   	  4,896	   
11 Aleutian	  Tern	   MSRC-‐VOO	   19,614	   	  10,746	   
12 Cormorant	   MSRC	   20,580	   	  21,540	   
13 Western	  Gull	   MSRC-‐VOO	   28,812	   	  6,000	   
14 Arctic	  Tern	   MSRC-‐NRCES-‐VOO	   22,008	   	  6,000	   
15 Warrior	   MSRC-‐VOO	   9,240	   	  3,017	   
16 Plover	   MSRC	   19,614	   	  10,764	   
17 Pintail	   MSRC-‐VOO	   4,536	   	  2,592	   
18 Peregrine	   MSRC	   17,976	   	  3,588	   
19 Merlin	   MSRC	   17,976	   	  3,588	   
20 OSRB	  Kenny	   NRCES-‐TOO	   1,292,886	   n/a	  –	  storage	  only	   
21 Wind	  Song	   NRCES-‐VOO	   10,416	   	  3,017	   
22 Valorous	   NRCES-‐VOO	   10,416	   	  888	   
23 Resolute	   NRCES-‐VOO	   100,800	   	  3,017	   
24 Grebe	   MSRC-‐NRCES	   18,060	   	  3,588	   
25 Barge	  404	   MSRC	   1,680,000	   n/a	  –	  storage	  only	   

                                                
7 This is the number of personnel listed in the WRRL associated with managing the vessels and 
equipment listed in the strike teams. It does not include multiple operations periods per day, 
personnel providing logistical support (or maintenance or storage transfers at the end of an 
operational period), shoreline protection or assessment, or spill management. 
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The ROC also requires detailed inputs related to the operation and effectiveness of a 
free-oil recovery strike team in order to estimate how quickly it will recover oil and how 
much oil (and water) can be recovered before off-loading to secondary storage is 
required. These assumptions are provided for each strike team in Appendix B, and are 
summarized here.  

Table 6. Inputs related to response system efficiency in encountering, recovering, and storing oil 

FACTOR EXPLANATION VALUES USED 
Recovery 
Speed 

Advancing speed for on-water response 
systems (vessels, boom, and skimmers).  
Speeds vary depending upon the strike team 
composition based on operating limits of 
skimming systems.  Advancing speeds are 
important to effective containment of oil; at 
high speeds, oil will entrain (move under 
containment boom) and escape recovery. 

0.65 knots for J-boom 
containment systems 
1.0 knot for belt-type recovery 
systems with gated U-boom 
2.5 knots for Enhanced 
Recovery (e.g., Current 
Buster) containment systems 
 

Swath 
Width 

Swath width is the width of the area within the 
containment boom along which floating oil is 
swept.  Swath widths vary depending upon 
the strike team configuration and the 
environmental conditions.8 Maintaining larger 
swaths becomes more difficult as wind, 
waves, and currents increase. For every foot 
of swath width, it is industry standard that 
three feet of containment boom are required. 

• 350 ft for gated U-boom 
concentrating systems 

• 150 ft for J-boom skimming 
systems 

• 50 ft for V-sweep skimming 
systems, 

• 20 ft for belt type recovery 
systems (Professional 
judgment) 

Throughput 
Efficiency 

Throughput efficiency is the proportion of the 
oil encountered that is recovered.  
Containment systems do not typically recover 
100% of oil that could in theory encountered 
by a booming system due to a variety of 
limitations, the most significant being moving 
through the thickest portion of the slick and 
loss of contained oil through entrainment (loss 
of oil below the boom).  When tracking and 
observation fail (such as at night), this is 
exacerbated by failure to effectively target oil, 
which results in increasingly sweeping thin, 
patchy oil or missing the slicks entirely. 

75% daylight 
35% when oil recovery occurs 
during darkness 
(Response Options Calculator 
default) 

Decant 
Efficiency 

On-water skimming does not recover 100% 
oil.  The fluids recovered will be a mix of oil 
and water. Some of the water collected will be 
an emulsified with oil, and some of which will 
remain as free water.  Free water may be 
recovered from storage tanks and returned to 
the sea in process known as decanting. 
Decanting reduces the total volume of 
recovered fluids that must be stored.  The 
decant efficiency is the percentage of 
recovered free water that is separated out 
from the total recovery volume.   

Decanting efficiency will allow 
for removal of 80% of the free 
water recovered.  Decanting of 
the relatively uncontaminated 
recovered water will not be 
allowed for drogues, bladders, 
or primary storage devices of 
less than 10,000 gallons (gal). 
Unless otherwise specified, 
decanting rate is assumed to 
be 440 gal/minute. 

  

                                                
8 Based on standard oil spill response tactics guides. 
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FACTOR EXPLANATION VALUES USED 
Offload 
Time 

Offload time is the amount of time that strike 
teams must spend offloading recovered fluids 
from primary to secondary storage.  During 
offloading, the strike team cannot actively 
recover oil.   

Varies by strike team, 
principally based on primary 
storage capacity and offload 
pump rate, plus one hour for 
setup and take down. 

Transit to-
and-from 
Offloading 

Transit time is the time required for a vessel to 
transit from the recovery site to an offload 
location. 

30 minutes each way 
 

Recovery 
Efficiency 

Recovery efficiency is the percentage of oil 
recovered relative to the total volume of fluids 
recovered. It varies by skimmer type, 
environmental conditions, and operator 
proficiency.   

Calculated by ROC based on 
skimmer type, wind speed, 
and oil viscosity. (ROC 
nominal default) 

 

3.6 Variable Scenario Parameters 
The study uses a base case scenario at Turn Point in Haro Strait. A second scenario 
location at Point Lawrence in Rosario Strait is used to analyze the impact of response 
times to the two locations on response capacity. Subsequent scenarios are used to 
analyze the impact on modeled oil recovery of other changes in the context and or 
response planning to answer the research questions. The scenarios and associated 
parameters for each research question are show in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Scenarios and variable parameters used to answer research questions (green shaded cells indicate parameters changed from the base 
case at Turn Point). Scenarios are numbered for organizational purposes, though the numbering is out of sequence in some cases as they were 
not necessarily developed sequentially. 

Scenario 
No. Location 

Time 
of 

Day 

Oil 
Type 

Spill 
Volume 

(gall) 
Season 

Wind 
Speed 
(knots) 

Water 
Temp. 

(ºF) 

Response 
Forces 

Travel 
Speed 

Delay 
(hr) 

SCENARIOS & RESEARCH QUESTIONS RELATED TO SPILL CONTEXT 
How does the difference in response times affect the maximum potential response capacity between Turn Point in 
Haro Strait and Point Lawrence in Rosario Strait? 

1  
(BASE 
CASE) 

Turn 
Point 
(Haro 
Strait) 

Mid-
night 

ANS 
Crude 2 million  Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

2 

Point 
Lawrence 
(Rosario 
Strait) 

Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

How much does type of oil change the relative maximum potential response capacity at Point Lawrence and Turn 
Point?   

3 Turn Point Midnight 
Heavy 
Fuel 
Oil  

2 million Equinox 
25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

4 
Point 
Lawrence 
 

Midnight 
Heavy 
Fuel 
Oil 

2 million Equinox 
25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

5 Turn Point 
 Midnight Diluted 

Bitumen 2 million Equinox 
25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

How much does changing the time of day of the spill affect the maximum potential response capacity at Turn Point?   

6 Turn Point 
First 
Light (7 
am) 

ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

7 Turn Point Noon ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 

25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 
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Scenario 
No. Location 

Time 
of 

Day 

Oil 
Type 

Spill 
Volume 

(gall) 
Season 

Wind 
Speed 
(knots) 

Water 
Temp. 

(ºF) 

Response 
Forces 

Travel 
Speed 

Delay 
(hr) 

8 Turn Point 
Last 
Light  
(7 pm) 

ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 

25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

How much does changing the season of the spill affect the maximum potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

9 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Summer 

Solstice 
25% (3.2 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(51.1F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

10 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Winter 

Solstice 
25% (5.9 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(45.9F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

How much do changes in wind speed affect the maximum potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

11 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox Calm (0 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

12 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox Median 

(8.1 kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

13 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 

75% 
(11.9 kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

How does increasing the spill volume to worst-case discharge for an articulated tug and barge or crude oil tanker 
change the maximum potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

20 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 10 million Equinox 

25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 

21 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 42 million Equinox 

25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 1 
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Scenario 
No. Location 

Time 
of 

Day 

Oil 
Type 

Spill 
Volume 

(gall) 
Season 

Wind 
Speed 
(knots) 

Water 
Temp. 

(ºF) 

Response 
Forces 

Travel 
Speed 

Delay 
(hr) 

SCENARIOS & RESEARCH QUESTIONS RELATED TO RESPONSE PLANNING & RESOURCES 
How much do delays in the response effect the maximum potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

14 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 

25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 2 

15 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 

25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 4 

16 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 

25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 6 

26 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 

25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 12 

27 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 

25% (3.8 
kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. WA 
Standards 24 

How much do changes in response equipment transit speeds between Washington Department of Ecology planning 
standards and state approved industry alternates to those standards affect the maximum potential response capacity 
at Turn Point? 

17 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. Approved 
Alt. Speeds 1 

How much does using only those response forces rated for the more demanding “Open Water” operating environment 
affect the maximum potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

18 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S. open-
water only 

WA 
Standards 1 

How much will maximum potential response capacity improve at Turn Point if Canadian response forces are 
included? 

19 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

U.S & 
Canadian 

WA 
Standards 1 
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Scenario 
No. Location 

Time 
of 

Day 

Oil 
Type 

Spill 
Volume 

(gall) 
Season 

Wind 
Speed 
(knots) 

Water 
Temp. 

(ºF) 

Response 
Forces 

Travel 
Speed 

Delay 
(hr) 

How much does allowing night operations change the maximum potential response capacity at Turn Point?   

22 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

Park 
Responder 
only, no 
night ops 

WA 
Standards 1 

22a Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

Park 
Responder 
only, with 
night ops 

WA 
Standards 1 

How does adding resident response resources in San Juan County affect maximum potential response capacity at 
Turn Point? 

23 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

+ 3 BAT 
strike teams 
in County 

WA 
Standards 1 

24 Turn Point Midnight ANS 
Crude 2 million Equinox 25% (3.8 

kts.) 

Seasonal 
Median 
(48.4F) 

+ 6-hour 
Resources 
in County9 

WA 
Standards 1 

*There is no scenario 25.

                                                
9 Refers to the resources required to be on-scene by Hour 6 in the state regulated San Juan County planning standard. 
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4 Turn Point Base Case Results 
This section describes the results of the base case scenario at Turn Point (Scenario 1). 
The maximum potential recovery at the end of 72 hours was 1,034,347 gal, or 52% of 
the oil spilled. At that time, at least 511,161 gal would still be on the water, and the 
remainder would have evaporated. (ROC does not model any oil that may submerge.) 
As discussed, these results represent a highly optimistic base case and are used 
primarily to illustrate the sensitivity of the results to the parameters changed in 
subsequent scenarios. Even with this optimistic base case, more than half a 
million gallons of oil would remain on the water as the response resources from 
Washington and Oregon do not have sufficient capacity to recover this volume of 
oil in 72 hours in the San Juan Islands. 

Figure 8 shows the oil recovered (dark blue), oil remaining on water (dark grey), and oil 
evaporated (light blue) for each hour of the scenario. While daylight comes at 7:00 am 
after the midnight spill, the first equipment is not on scene and recovering oil until Hours 
9 – 10 (9:00 – 10:00 am in this case). As shown by the dark blue at the bottom of the 
figure, recovery begins at this time, then plateaus by Hour 19 as the first operational 
period ends due to darkness. Recovery begins again in the morning and continues all 
day for each of the next two days. While storage transfers may take place in the dark, oil 
is not being recovered from the water throughout the night. The second and third days, 
or operational periods, are longer than the first because operations are able to begin at 
first light assuming that the vessels remain in the area and the necessary logistical and 
crew support are provided. 
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Figure 8. Mass balance by hour for base case scenario at Turn Point 

The oil that remains on the water will spread and weather as time passes during the first 
72 hours (and beyond). Figures 9 - 11 depict the weathering characteristics of the 2 
million gallon Alaska North Slope crude oil spill under the conditions modeled in 
Scenario 1.  The thickness of the oil slick is 0.16 inches (a little less than 3/16ths) at 
Hour 1. At this stage, the area of the slick is estimated to be about 0.5 square nautical 
miles (nm2), or about 400 acres, and the emulsification of water with oil has not yet 
begun.   

The oil slick rapidly thins as the slick spreads. By the time the first strike team begins 
skimming at Hour 9, the slick is 0.06 inches thick, about 1/16 of an inch, and covers 
about 1.25 nm2 or 1,000 acres.  The wind and waves have begun mixing the oil and 
water through emulsification, resulting in a mixture comprised of droplets of water 
suspended in the oil. (This is sometimes referred to as a “mousse.”)  This mixture 
becomes thicker and more viscous than the oil alone. At Hour 9 the slick is 10% water 
and 90% oil.10 

The weathering process continues as shown in Table 8. 

                                                
10 The water that is emulsified with the oil must be stored with the oil as a recovered fluid. 
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Figure 9. Predicted oil thickness for Scenario 1 at Turn Point 

 
Figure 10. Predicted slick area for Scenario 1 at Turn Point 

 
Figure 11. Predicted water content in the oil/water emulsification for Scenario 1 at Turn Point 
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Table 8. Predicted changes in the oil slick from the base case at Turn Point over time 

TIME	  
(hours)	  

MILESTONE	   THICKNESS	  
(inches)	  

AREA	  
	  (nm2	  )	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (acres)	  

EMULSIFICATION	  
	  	  	  (%	  oil)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (%	  water)	  

1	   	   0.160	   0.5	   	  424	  	   100	   0	  

9	   1st	  strike	  team	  
begins	  skimming	  

0.060	   1.3	   	  1,059	  	   90	   10	  

19	   last	  light	  day	  1	   0.033	   2.5	   	  2,119	  	   70	   30	  

24	   end	  day	  1	   0.030	   3.0	   	  2,543	  	   65	   35	  

30	   first	  light	  day	  2	   0.023	   4.0	   	  3,390	  	   58	   42	  

43	   last	  light	  day	  2	   0.010	   6.2	   	  5,255	  	   48	   52	  

48	   end	  day	  2	   0.010	   7.1	   	  6,017	  	   45	   55	  

54	   first	  light	  day	  3	   0.009	   8.5	   	  7,204	  	   42	   58	  

67	   last	  light	  day	  3	   0.005	   11.5	   	  9,746	  	   36	   64	  

72	   end	  day	  3	   0.005	   13.0	   	  11,018	  	   35	   65	  
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5 Spill Context: Inputs and Results 
This section presents the variable inputs and results used to address the research 
questions related to spill context: location, type of oil, time of day, season, wind speed, 
and spill volume. These factors generally are out of the control of spill responders and 
spill response planners, though the information can inform response planning and 
prevention measures. These comparisons provide context for understanding the relative 
impact of changes to response forces or planning decisions.  

5.1 Location 
Figure 1 showed the locations used as example locations in Haro Strait (Turn Point) and 
Rosario Strait (Point Lawrence). Scenario locations were selected by the County and 
reflect the general concern, as documented in VTRA 2010 and discussed in Section 1, 
about the potential for oil spills from large vessel traffic in these areas, with Haro Strait 
as an emerging area of concern. It is important to note that this research question does 
not consider overall differences between the two locations, such as exposure, winds, 
sea state, visibility, or the accessibility of logistical support, but focuses only on the 
relative impact of the time it takes to reach each location from response bases on the 
U.S. mainland.  

Understanding response times requires estimating the distance traveled (routes) and 
rate of travel. Transit routes were developed for both scenario locations using road maps 
(Google Maps) and nautical charts. The routes remain the same for each location across 
all scenarios. Figure 12 shows the routes used for both spill scenario locations, Turn 
Point and Point Lawrence. For Scenarios 1 and 2, the Washington State standard 
speeds are used (35 mph for road travel and 5 knots over water; see Section 2.3).  
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Figure 12. On-water routes used from U.S. response bases. Some equipment was assumed to be 
trucked to one of these locations prior to deployment with an on-water strike team. 

QUESTION:  
How does the difference in response times affect the potential response 
capacity between Turn Point in Haro Strait and Point Lawrence in Rosario 
Strait? 

ANSWER:  
There is no meaningful difference in the maximum potential response capacity 
between the two locations studied: 

TURN POINT: 52%  

POINT LAWRENCE: 50%  

There is no meaningful difference between maximum potential response capacity at the 
two locations studies (52% at Turn Point and 50% at Point Lawrence). Initially it was 
believed that the proximity of Point Lawrence to response resources in Anacortes, 
Ferndale, and Bellingham would mean that response capacity was greater in this 
location than on the other side of the Islands at Turn Point. Instead, the analysis showed 
that resources coming from Port Angeles and the Seattle area have a much larger 
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recovery and storage capacity, and thus a greater impact on the response than the 
couple of hours difference in arrival on scene. In other words, while the first resources 
from Ferndale and Anacortes arrive on scene at Point Lawrence (between Hours 4 and 
5) much sooner than they arrive on scene at Turn Point (between Hours 8 and 9), these 
smaller strike teams are responsible for less overall recovery capacity than the larger 
strike teams arriving from Port Angeles. Table 9 shows the U.S. strike teams and the 
hour at which each begins recovery at the two locations, along with the maximum 
potential capacity of each strike team based on Scenarios 1 and 2. 
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Table 9. Hour at which strike teams begin recovery and total potential recovery for each, at Turn 
Point and Point Lawrence. 

	  	   	  	   	  	   TURN	  POINT	  	   POINT	  LAWRENCE	  

Strike	  
Team	  
#	  

Primary	  Vessel	   Primary	  
Starting	  Point*	  

Hour	  
Recovery	  
Begins	  

Potential
Recovery	  
(gal)	  

Hour	  
Recovery	  
Begins	  

Potential	  
Recovery	  
(gal)	  

2	   Barge	  380	   Port	  Angeles	   9.46	   	  189,672	  	   11.4	   	  160,650	  	  

1	   Park	  Responder	   Port	  Angeles	   9.46	   	  184,548	  	   11.4	   	  169,008	  	  

3	   Shearwater	   Port	  Angeles	   9.46	   	  136,248	  	   11.4	   	  117,474	  	  

10	   Pelican	   Tacoma	   23.58	   	  97,608	  	   22.06	   	  101,556	  	  

4	   OSRV	  Columbia	   Ferndale	   8.52	   	  48,342	  	   6.16	   	  53,088	  	  

13	   Western	  Gull	  	   Bellingham-‐	  Pt	  
Angeles	  

11.7	   	  43,764	  	   13.4	   	  41,790	  	  

11	   Aleutian	  Tern	   TAC-‐Anacortes	   12.02	   	  34,356	  	   11.4	   	  39,564	  	  

9	   Royal	  Tern	   Anacortes	   8.82	   	  32,886	  	   4.7	   	  33,810	  	  

24	   Grebe	   PDX-‐Bellingham	   14.41	   	  26,124	  	   9.65	   	  38,556	  	  

12	   Cormorant	   Seattle	   18.24	   	  25,200	  	   16.74	   	  26,040	  	  

6	   Oregon	  Responder	   Astoria	   48.4	   	  23,982	  	   51.2	   	  25,074	  	  

22	   Valorous	   Neah	  Bay	   19.52	   	  22,764	  	   22.44	   	  22,638	  	  

5	   OSRV	  Cape	  Flattery	   Neah	  Bay	   19.52	   	  21,840	  	   22.44	   	  23,184	  	  

14	   Arctic	  Tern	   Neah	  Bay	   19.52	   	  20,832	  	   22.44	   	  20,790	  	  

19	   Merlin	   Seattle	   18.24	   	  19,278	  	   16.74	   	  23,478	  	  

16	   Plover	   Tacoma	   21.58	   	  18,900	  	   20.06	   	  19,110	  	  

18	   Peregrine	   Tacoma	   21.58	   	  17,892	  	   20.06	   	  18,102	  	  

17	   Pintail	   TAC-‐Anacortes	   14.02	   	  17,304	  	   13.4	   	  18,144	  	  

21	   Windsong	   Neah	  Bay	   19.52	   	  15,288	  	   22.44	   	  15,288	  	  

7	   OSRV	  Quest	   Astoria	   50.4	   	  14,784	  	   53.2	   	  14,490	  	  

23	   Resolute	   Seattle	   20.24	   	  12,348	  	   22.44	   	  12,348	  	  

15	   Warrior	   Seattle	   20.24	   	  10,332	  	   18.74	   	  10,332	  	  

8	   Kittiwake	   Bellingham	   9.7	   	  storage	   4.94	   	  storage	  

20	   Kenny	   Seattle	   20.24	   	  storage	   18.74	   	  storage	  

25	   Barge	  404	   Astoria	   48.4	   	  storage	   51.2	   storage	  
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5.2 Type of Oil 
Petroleum products move past the San Juan Islands as either vessel cargo or vessel 
fuel. Three oil types are considered in this analysis: Alaska North Slope crude and 
diluted bitumen are moved as cargo, and Heavy Fuel Oil is primarily moving through the 
area as vessel fuel (Nuka Research, 2013a). 

The properties of Alaska North Slope (Alaska North Slope Crude, Oil and Gas) crude oil, 
Heavy Fuel Oil (IFO-380), and Cold Lake Blend diluted bitumen are included in a 
database that is built into the ROC. Cold Lake Blend is the only diluted bitumen in the 
database. This is not necessarily the type of diluted bitumen that will be transported on 
vessels through the area, as it will depend on where the bitumen originates and the 
diluent used for any given shipment. Other oils not included in this analysis also transit 
San Juan County waters.  

The ROC incorporates oil properties in its algorithms to model how an oil will spread and 
weather. As noted previously, the ROC does not predict the extent to which any oil will 
submerge become unavailable for on-water recovery. 

QUESTION:  
How much does type of oil change the relative maximum potential 
response capacity at Point Lawrence and Turn Point?   

ANSWER:  
As compared to crude oil, there is a higher potential recovery for heavy fuel oil and a 
lower potential recovery for the diluted bitumen modeled. 
BASE CASE @ TURN POINT: 52%  
HEAVY FUEL OIL @ TURN POINT: 80%  

DILUTED BITUMEN @ TURN POINT: 39%  

BASE CASE @ POINT LAWRENCE: 50%  
HEAVY FUEL OIL @ POINT LAWRENCE: 82% 

The greater potential for recovery of heavy fuel oil as compared to crude oil reflects the 
expectation that this oil will both evaporate and spread less quickly, leaving more oil on 
the water available and a thicker slick which is more efficient to recover. On the other 
hand, the diluted bitumen has a higher evaporation rate, resulting in lower recovery 
according to the model. (The potential for diluted bitumen to submerge is discussed in 
Section 8.3.) The evaporation of components of the diluent used may create an unsafe 
environment for response operations. This represents a potential barrier to a large-scale 
response to a diluted bitumen spill in addition to the potential for it to submerge (USCG, 
2014). 
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Figure 13 compares the maximum potential mass balance of the hypothetical spills at 
Turn Point for different oils.  

 

 
Alaska North 
Slope crude 
BASE CASE 
 
Maximum 
potential 
recovery: 52% 
 
(Scenario 1) 

 

 
Heavy fuel oil 
(IFO-380) 
 
Maximum 
potential 
recovery: 80% 
 
(Scenario 3) 

 

 
Diluted bitumen 
(Cold Lake 
Blend) 
 
Maximum 
potential 
recovery: 39% 
 
(Scenario 5) 

Figure 13. Comparison of mass balance for different oils modeled at Turn Point (bbl) 
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Results for Point Lawrence showed a similar increase in maximum potential recovery for 
the heavy fuel oil spill (82%) as compared to the crude oil spill (50%). 

5.3 Time of Day 
As long as marine vessels are transiting the waters, there is the potential for an accident 
leading to an oil spill. The time of day at which this occurs will impact a response, 
assuming that recovery is either halted or significantly less effective in darkness even if 
transit, set up, and storage transfers can still take place.   

If the spill is assumed to take place at midnight, as in the base case scenario, this allows 
for more on-water recovery time during the first day because notification, mobilization, 
and on-scene set up will take place during darkness and allow skimming, or recovery, to 
begin early in the daylight and continue throughout the day. To understand the impact of 
a spill at different times of day, scenarios with spills timed at first light (7:00 am), noon, 
and last light (7:00 pm) at the Equinox were modeled.   

QUESTION:  
How much does changing the time of day of the spill affect the maximum 
potential response capacity at Turn Point?   

ANSWER:  
Time of day has minimal impact on maximum potential recovery. 

BASE CASE @ TURN POINT: 52%  

FIRST LIGHT: 49% 

NOON: 48% 

LAST LIGHT: 54% 

(All at Turn Point.) 

As discussed, a spill at midnight allows response forces to be on scene and recovering 
oil by 9:00 – 10:00 am the following day, thus taking advantage of most of the daylight 
hours to recover oil during the first operational period. Recovery potential for a spill at 
first light or noon are slightly lower, reflecting the fact that the first operational period – 
when the oil is easiest to recovery - is shorter or delayed until the next day. Recovery 
potential for a spill at last light is slightly higher because response forces mobilize during 
the night and are ready to begin recovery at first light, allowing for the longest first 
operational period of the scenarios (while the oil is thickest and easiest to recover). 

5.4 Season 
Seasonal variation of environmental conditions such as hours of daylight, water 
temperature, sea state, winds, and other weather-related conditions can have many 
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impacts on oil weathering and spill response. Winds and water temperature11 affect the 
weathering of the oil and the extent to which it thins, while the extent of available daylight 
affects the duration of on-water skimming operations. The scenarios modeled to 
understand seasonal impacts used 25th percentile winds for summer and winter (3.2 
knots and 5.9 knots, respectively), and seasonal median water temperatures taken from 
the New Dungeness buoy south of the San Juan Islands (51.1F in summer and 45.9F in 
winter). It was assumed that the spills took place on the summer and winter solstices. 
These results were compared to the base case scenario at Turn Point, which was an 
Equinox spill assuming 3.8-knot winds and 48.8F water temperature. 

QUESTION:  
How much does changing the season of the spill affect the maximum 
potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

ANSWER:  
There is a meaningful difference in potential recovery based on season of the spill. 
The potential recovery in winter is less that half that for the summer.  
EQUINOX (BASE CASE): 52% 

SUMMER: 66% 

WINTER: 26% 

The higher recovery in the summer is primarily driven by the longer hours of daylight, 
which allow for longer periods of recovery. The higher winds in winter will spread the oil 
faster, reducing the rate at which skimmers will encounter oil and potential recovery. The 
next section further discusses the impact of winds on recovery capacity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
11 Wind data is discussed in Section 5.5. Water temperature data is taken from the National Data 
Buoy Center station # 46088 (New Dungeness) located 17 nm northeast of Port Angeles, WA. 
Buoy data were retrieved from: http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_history.php?station=46088. 
See Figure 16 in Section 5.5 for the buoy’s location relative to the scenario locations. 
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Summer 
 
Maximum 
potential 
recovery: 66% 
 
(Scenario 9) 

 

 
Winter 
 
Maximum 
potential 
recovery: 26% 
 
(Scenario 10) 

Figure 14. Comparison of mass balance at end of summer and winter scenarios (bbl) 

 

5.5 Wind  
Wind is one of the weather conditions that can impact the spread and weathering of oil. 
It is also the primary determinant of wave height and steepness. The ROC incorporates 
wind speed and uses this to model sea state and associated reductions in recovery 
efficiency for different types of skimmers. The impact of winds on recovery in ROC 
models is shown in Figure 15.  
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Figure 15. Impact of wind conditions on recovery efficiency for different types of skimming systems 
(Dale, 2011) 

Wind speeds utilized in this analysis are derived from hourly sustained wind data 
gathered during the five year period 2010-2014 data, using 25th percentile sustained 
winds for the base case scenario (3.8 knots), and either calm (0 knot), median (8.1 
knots) or 75th percentile (11.9 knots) to understand the sensitivity of maximum potential 
recovery to winds. Figure 16 shows the locations of the wind and water temperature data 
sources used in the study.  
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Figure 16. Meteorological stations used as sources of wind and water temperature data 

Winds for the Turn Point scenarios are from the Kelp Reefs weather station in Haro 
Straight operated by Environment Canada.12 Except when assessing the sensitivity of 
wind speed or season (Section 5.4), the 25th percentile wind speed from this location is 
used (3.8 knot). Winds near Point Lawrence are different from those at Turn Point, but 
because the different impact of wind conditions at the two location is not the focus of the 
study (it is not one of the research questions), Point Lawrence wind data are not used. 
Instead, the closest wind data to that location is provided in Table 10 to illustrate the 
difference. The closest wind data identified for Point Lawrence were taken from the 
Cherry Point Refinery in Washington. At this location, the 25th percentile wind during the 
spring/fall equinox is 3.3 knots, or 0.5 knots slower than the corresponding 3.8-knot 
winds at Turn Point. 

These same data were used for the seasonal sensitivity scenarios (both at Turn Point). 

  

                                                
12 Environment Canada data for Kelp Reefs are available at: 
https://weather.gc.ca/marine/weatherConditions-
currentConditions_e.html?mapID=03&siteID=06100&stationID=WZO 
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Table 10. Seasonal sustained wind data from Kelp Reefs and Cherry Point, 2010-2014 (knots) 

 SPRING 
(Mar – May) 

SUMMER 
(Jun – Aug) 

FALL 
(Sep – Nov) 

WINTER 
(Dec – Feb) 

EQUINOX*  

KELP REEFS  
75th 
percentile 11.9 10.8 11.9 14.6 11.9 

Median 8.1 7.0 7.0 10.3 8.1 

25th 
percentile 3.8 3.2 3.8 5.9 3.8 

CHERRY POINT  

75th 
percentile 

13.8 8.0 10.3 13.8 10.9 

Median 8.9 4.9 6.0 8.9 6.6 

25th 
percentile 

5.2 2.7 2.9 5.2 3.3 

* Combines months of March – May and September – November. 

While these locations represent the closest sources of wind data, actual winds likely vary 
between the location from which data are collected and the hypothetical spill locations. 
The ROC does not incorporate wind direction, which will affect the movement of the slick 
and the steepness of the waves (depending on the amount of fetch available at a given 
location for winds from different directions).  

QUESTION:  
How much do changes in wind speed affect the maximum potential 
response capacity at Turn Point? 

ANSWER:  
There is a tremendous difference in the potential recovery between calm and 11 knots 
of wind and associated sea state.   

CALM (0 KTS): 72% 

25th PERCENTILE WIND SPEED (BASE CASE): 52% 

MEDIAN WIND SPEED (8.1 KTS): 20% 

75th PERCENTILE WINDS (11.9 KTS): 11% 

Winds have a dramatic impact on recovery system capacity. Figure 17 shows how the 
recovery potential declines as wind speed increases. This effect is twofold: 1) winds 
increase the spreading, emulsification, and viscosity of the oil, and 2) winds decrease 
the efficiency of the containment and skimming systems because oil is more likely to 
escape containment or recovery as wind speed increases. As the slick spreads and 
thins, it becomes harder to recover. As the oil emulsifies, less free-oil is recovered and 
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more of the fluids recovered include an emulsified oil-water mixture. This requires more 
storage per unit of oil collected, which means more time is spent decanting and 
transferring collected fluids from primary to secondary storage per unit collected.  As the 
sea state increases due to the wind, oil containment systems loose more oil and oil 
skimmers work less efficiently. 

 
Figure 17. Effect of wind speed on maximum potential recovery capacity based on scenarios 
modeled 

Less recovery means that more oil stays on the water (at least 1,297,964 gallons in the 
case of the 11.9 knot-winds). Higher winds will also increase spreading and transport of 
the slick. In a confined area such as Haro Strait and Boundary Pass, shoreline impacts 
are likely anyway, and could be expected to occur even more rapidly if winds impede 
recovery and transport the slick quickly. Figure 18 shows the relationship between wind 
speed and the area covered by the spill in the modeled results. 
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Figure 18. Effect of wind speed on area covered by slick at hour 72 (based on simplified model 
results; does not consider shoreline impacts or currents) 

5.6 Spill Volume 
The base case scenario uses a spill of 2 million gallons, which is roughly equivalent to 
the volume of one cargo tank on a crude oil tanker13 traveling through Rosario Strait or 
the fuel capacity of a large non-tank vessel moving through Haro Strait (Nuka Research 
2013a). Spills of 10 million and 42 million gallons are also modeled: these roughly 
correlate to the entire volume of an articulated tug and barge and or the entire cargo of a 
crude oil tanker.  

QUESTION:  
How does increasing the spill volume to a worst-case discharge for an 
articulated tug and barge or crude oil tanker change the maximum 
potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

ANSWER:  
While the maximum potential recovery increases slightly for larger spills, the 
percentage of the spill recovered is much smaller. 
2 MILLION GALLONS (BASE CASE): 52% 

10 MILLION GALLONS: 15% 

42 MILLION GALLONS: 4% 

                                                
13 There are 12 such tanks on each of these vessels. 
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With the same U.S. response forces applied to each spill scenario, it is not surprising 
that the maximum potential recovery remains about the same even as the spill gets 
larger. This is driven in part by the fact that on-water storage resources become a 
limiting factor for the recovery of much more than 1.6 million gallons over 72 hours. 
Figure 19 shows the mass balance at the end of each scenario, comparing the amount 
recovered, remaining on water, and evaporated for the base case spill of 2 million 
gallons to the larger spills of 10 and 42 million gallons.  

Potential recovery capacity in the San Juan Islands by U.S. response resources is 
greatest for the 42 million gallon spill, because a larger spill means oil on the water will 
stay thicker longer (and thus be recovered more efficiently). However, even drawing on 
forces from as far away as Oregon, U.S. response resources can deliver a maximum 
potential response capacity in the San Juan Islands of around 1.6 million gallons if all the 
oil remained available for recovery. 

It should be noted that the scenarios assume an instantaneous release, which is 
unrealistic for a 42 million gallon spill. 
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2 million gal 
BASE CASE 
 
Maximum 
potential 
recovery: 52% 
 
(Scenario 1) 

 

 
10 million gal  
 
Maximum 
potential 
recovery: 15% 
 
(Scenario 20) 

 

 
42 million gal 
 
Maximum 
potential 
recovery: 4% 
 
(Scenario 21) 

Figure 19. Mass balance for spills of 2 million, 10 million, and 42 million gallons 
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6 Response Planning and Response Forces: 
Inputs and Results 

This section presents the inputs and results for the scenarios used to address research 
questions related to both current response forces: delays; transit speed (and routes); 
response forces (operating environment, use of Canadian forces); night-time operations; 
and hypothetical additional response resources based in the San Juan Islands. 

6.1 Delays 
Contingency plans must describe procedures for the immediate notification of the 
appropriate parties in the event of an oil spill (WAC 173-182-262). Those parties include 
the National Response Center, Department of Ecology, and the vessel operator’s (plan 
holder’s) Primary Response Contractor in Washington. On-water recovery does not 
begin until notification has occurred, strike teams have mobilized and transited to the 
scene, and on-scene set up of equipment14 is complete. Any of these stages can be 
slowed by multiple factors, including but not limited to: delayed notification by the 
responsible party, problems transporting people or equipment to the appropriate 
location, misinformation about the spill location, or current or forecasted weather 
conditions.  

Most vessel operators will use a Washington Department of Ecology-approved RAC to 
provide spill response services for both contingency plan compliance and in the event of 
an actual spill. Other private response organizations will also likely participate in a large 
spill response, but for the purpose of this analysis, the assumption is made that while the 
Primary Response Contractor is notified and activated right away, other private response 
contractors will participate but will not be activated until two hours after the primary 
contractor. The additional assumption is made that MSRC will be the Primary Response 
Contractor for the spill scenarios modeled. 

For the base case spill, a one-hour “delay” is assumed to occur between notification and 
mobilization. Mobilization is assumed to take one hour (USCG, 2008),15 and on-scene 
set up of recovery operations16 is assumed to take another hour (USCG, 2008). These 
times are applied to the MSRC resources, with other contractor resources mobilized two 
hours later, as discussed. Subsequent scenarios examine the impact of longer delays to 
illustrate the impact on response capacity if it takes longer than expected for any of the 

                                                
14 Once response forces arrive at the spill site, time is required to conduct a safety assessment 
and deploy equipment before recovery can begin. 
15 One hour assumes immediate detection, prompt notification, efficient dispatch, and the 
presence of dedicated response forces on stand-by.  
16 Barge crews are considered to be set-up for oil transfer while underway and can commence 
loading immediately upon arrival on-scene. 
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necessary steps in the process from notification to the start of recovery operations. It is 
important to note that such delays do not necessarily assume failures in the response 
system, but may be driven by weather or other conditions outside the control of 
response organizations. 

QUESTION:  
How much do delays in the response affect the maximum potential 
response capacity at Turn Point? 

ANSWER:  
Delays decrease potential recovery. The longer the delay in the response, the lower 
the recovery.  
1 HOUR (BASE CASE): 52% 

2 HOURS: 50% 

4 HOURS: 47% 

6 HOURS: 44% 

12 HOURS: 32% 

24 HOURS: 20% 

 

The longer it takes for recovery operations to begin, the more time the oil has to spread 
and weather and the harder it becomes to contain and recover. (Transport via currents 
or submergence below the water’s surface are also concerns, and would amplify the 
effect of delays, but are not included in the ROC model.) Figure 20 shows the changes 
in maximum potential recovery as delays increase. As shown, this is not a linear 
relationship: recovery capacity is degraded faster as delays increase.  

It is also important to note that these delays occur in addition to the amount of time it 
takes to reach the spill location at Turn Point. With the base case of a one-hour delay, it 
still takes 9 -10 hours before oil at Turn Point is being recovered using current U.S. 
response forces. Delays of two, four, and 6 hours allow at least some operations to 
begin during the first period of daylight, but a delay of 12 or 24 hours will mean that the 
spilled oil spreads and weathers from the midnight spill time through all the next day 
before recovery can begin, essentially skipping a daylight operational period entirely.  
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Figure 20. Effect of delays in the start of response operations on potential recovery capacity 

6.2 Transit Speeds 
Transit speeds are one factor in determining how quickly response forces arrive on 
scene (transit routes are discussed in the previous section). Transit speeds vary 
depending on vessel type, location (distance from the spill site), and conditions. Two 
different sets of transit speeds are used in this analysis:  

(1) The base case scenario applies the standard speeds that the Washington 
Department of Ecology uses to assess compliance with regional planning 
standards (35 mph for road and 5 knots for water; discussed in Section 2.3).  
 

(2) Scenario 17 uses alternate on-water speeds based on those approved by the 
Department of Ecology.17,18 Speeds range from 8 – 25 knots. Strike teams are 
assigned alternate speeds based on the slowest of the necessary vessels 
involved, if those vessels are critical to recovery operations.19 The on-scene 

                                                
17 “Alt_Vessel_Speeds_Master_List.xlsx” provided to Lovel Pratt by Jodi Goodman, Washington 
Department of Ecology. October 21, 2014. 
18 Linda Pilkey-Jarvis, Washington Department of Ecology, letter to Richard Wright, MSRC. June 
13, 2007. 
19 For some strike teams, a gated U-boom configuration is used to increase containment but is 
not considered critical at the start of operations when the oil is thickest. In these cases, strike 
teams are “allowed” to begin recovery even without all vessels on scene. 
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arrival time for each strike team using the alternate speeds as compared to the 
base case is shown in Appendix C. 

The alternate speeds are based in most cases on the results of on-water tests submitted 
to the Department. The wind conditions at the time of the test are noted in 7 of the 
cases: four indicate “calm” winds, one indicates 0.5 knot-winds, one indicates 10 knots, 
and one indicates 10-15 knots.20 Though the impact of winds on speeds is not 
incorporated further in the analysis, we note that most of these alternate speeds appear 
to be tested in lower wind speeds and sea state than the base case scenario winds of 
3.8 knots. 

QUESTION:  
How much do changes in response equipment transit speeds between 
Washington Department of Ecology planning standards and state 
approved industry alternatives to those standards affect the maximum 
potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

ANSWER:  
Potential oil recovery increases as transit speed increases.   
WASHINGTON DEPT OF ECOLOGY STANDARD SPEEDS (BASE CASE): 52% 

(35 mph road; 5 kts water) 

ALTERNATE SPEEDS GRANTED: 65% 

(variable) 

Increased transit speeds allow recovery systems to arrive earlier when oil is thicker and 
less spread out, thus fresher, thicker oil is available for the most efficient recovery.  This 
also allows for more skimming time during the first daylight operational period. The 
alternate speeds increase the maximum potential recovery by just over 270,000 gal as 
compared to the base case (over the course of the 72-hour scenario). 

The standard speeds used by the Washington Department of Ecology appear to be very 
conservative and the alternate speeds granted appear to be very liberal, so this analysis 
likely bounds the effect of transit speeds for these scenarios. 

6.3 Operating Environment (Open Water Strike Teams Only) 
Oil spill response equipment and vessels must be suitable for the environment in which 
they will operate. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) classifies oil 
spill response equipment based on the conditions in which it is expected to be able to be 

                                                
20 “Alt_Vessel_Speeds_Master_List.xlsx” provided to Lovel Pratt by Jodi Goodman, Washington 
Department of Ecology. October 21, 2014. 
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used. The two classifications that are relevant to this study of on-water response in the 
marine environment are: 

• Protected water: Wave heights up 3 feet and with at most some scattered white 
caps.  

• Open water: Wave heights up to 6 feet, with moderate waves and frequent 
whitecaps.  The open water environment represents the upper bound for existing 
mechanical recovery systems to operate safely and effectively. (ASTM, 2011) 

Operating environments are used to classify individual pieces of equipment, but they can 
also describe on-water recovery systems. There are both protected water and open 
water response forces available to respond to a spill in San Juan County. Depending on 
conditions, it may be the case that both types of systems are used concurrently but in 
different locations. Of the on-water recovery strike teams assembled for this 
analysis, 13 of them are suited to protected water and 9 to open water (see 
Appendix B for details). 

QUESTION:  
How much does using only those response forces rated for the more 
demanding “Open Water” operating environment affect the maximum 
potential response capacity at Turn Point? 

ANSWER:  
Using only those strike teams suited to open-water conditions reduces potential 
recovery capacity.  
ALL POSSIBLE U.S. RESPONSE RESOURCES (BASE CASE): 52% 

OPEN-WATER RESOURCES ONLY: 38% 

Recovery capacity is reduced if response forces include only those suited to open-water 
conditions. In this case, a reduction in maximum potential recovery from 52% to 38% 
means a reduction of just over 265,000 gal. In other words, only open-water response 
resources are deployed, the loss in recovery is roughly similar to the “gains” achieved by 
using the alternate vessel speeds. However, in an area such as the San Juan Islands, 
there are likely to be some protected water areas ripe for deployment assuming they can 
safely reach the islands. Additionally, it is important to note that most of the protected 
water systems are based in Anacortes, Bellingham, and Ferndale. For this reason, the 
effect of having to rely only on open-water resources may be greater at Point Lawrence 
than at the Turn Point location studied in this scenario. 

For the purpose of this analysis, the same environmental conditions were used for this 
scenario as for the base case. However, if wind and sea state really were such that only 
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open-water forces could be used, these factors would be having other impacts on the 
recovery capacity as well (as discussed in Section 5.5). 

6.4 Canadian Forces 
The proximity of the San Juan Islands to Canadian waters and the location of the Turn 
Point scenario site immediately adjacent to the international border warrants 
consideration of a joint U.S. – Canadian response. The quantitative portion of this 
analysis uses one scenario in which Canadian response forces are assumed to join U.S. 
response forces in the response.  

Response forces in British Columbia belong primarily to the Western Canada Marine 
Response Corporation (WCMRC), which is the sole marine response organization in the 
province approved under Canadian law. The Canadian federal government, through 
Transport Canada, sets requirements for the quantity of equipment that must be able to 
be on-scene by a certain hour (Transport Canada, 1995). The Turn Point scenario 
location in Haro Strait is on the U.S. side of the border, adjacent to the Canadian 
“Primary Response Area” (shown in Figure 21). Under Canadian law, equipment 
sufficient to respond to a 2,500-tonne (769,650 gal)21 spill to be on-scene in this area by 
Hour 18, with the rest of the required equipment – sufficient to collect up to 10,000 
tonnes (3,078,600 gal) - to arrive by 72 hours (Transport Canada, 1995). Figure 21 also 
shows the Canadian response bases from which resources were assumed to be 
available and the regulated response planning areas.  

                                                
21 Conversion based on crude oil. 
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Figure 21. Canadian response planning areas near San Juan County and response bases in 
southern British Columbia 

Canadian-based strike teams were assembled using the same approach as identifying 
and assembling U.S.-based strike teams. Resources were drawn from the WRRL and 
assembled into a theoretical strike teams with the objective of maximizing oil recovery 
potential.  We found that in many cases, Canadian-based resources were limited by the 
availability of suitable vessels, particular workboats, capable of transiting the open water 
of the Straits of Juan de Fuca and the Straits of Georgia to the scenario location.  Four 
free-oil recovery and two secondary storage strike teams were identified and assigned to 
this scenario.  

For this analysis, it is assumed that Canadian forces are on scene and operational at 
Hour 18. While regulatory requirements do not require that all forces could be on-scene 
at this time, it is also possible that some would be there much more quickly given the 
proximity to response resources based in Esquimalt. An oil spill on the international 
border could mean that the oil would move across the boundary; thus, Canadian forces 
could conceivably be recovering free-oil on Canadian waters as part of the same 
response. Or, permission may need to be granted from both countries to allow people 
and vessels to cross the border. Trans-boundary response issues are discussed further 
in Section 8.6. 
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Table 11. Summary of Canadian response forces used in analysis 

No. Primary Vessel Response Base On-board Storage 
(gal) 

EDRC (bbl/day) 

1 26 MJ Green 13,440 4,951 

2 27 Burrard Cleaner 
No 9 21,000 3,321 

3 28 Burrard Cleaner 
No 2 3,234 2,445 

4 29 Burrard Cleaner 
No 17 270,256 1,208 

5 30 Burrard Cleaner 
No 10 660,405 n/a – storage only 

6 31 Burrard Cleaner 
No 18 1,176,000 n/a – storage only 

 

QUESTION:  
How much will maximum potential response capacity improve at Turn 
Point if Canadian response forces are used? 

ANSWER:  
The addition of Canadian response forces increases maximum potential recovery 
slightly, by just 3%.  
U.S. RESPONSE RESOURCES (BASE CASE): 52% 

BOTH U.S. AND CANADIAN RESPONSE RESOURCES: 55% 

The addition of Canadian strike teams has a marginal impact on recovery capacity at 
just a 3% increase. This is due to the fact that only four recovery strike teams were 
considered capable of transiting to a response at this location and the assumption that 
they do not arrive until Hour 18. In the midnight spill scenario, this allows them only one 
hour of recovery time in daylight during the first operational period; as the oil weathers 
and spreads further during the first full night of the scenario, recovery by all strike teams 
is less effective on Day 2 when the Canadian forces are on-scene to assist. If a spill 
occurred later in the afternoon or evening, Canadian forces would be expected to have a 
greater impact because they would have a longer first operational period while the oil is 
easier to recover. 

6.5 Night-time Operations 
On-water oil recovery at night is not common practice. It is both less safe and less 
effective than daylight operations (Genwest Systems, Inc., 2012a). The base scenario 
assumes that no recovery takes place after civil twilight, though vessels may be in transit 
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and oil may be transferred to storage during darkness. However, if night operations can 
be conducted safely and vessels are able to find and target in the oil slick, more time 
skimming means greater potential recovery. 

Conducting recovery operations through the night requires: 

• Calm enough conditions to allow crew to operate equipment on deck in darkness 
• At least twice as many people (and associated logistical support) in order to 

sustain 24-hour crewing 
• Vessels with Forward Looking Infrared  (FLIR), or similar technology, on board 

and personnel trained to use them in order to accurately target the slick 
• Sustained aerial surveillance with FLIR or other technology to obtain and 

communicate up to date information on the location of the slick to vessels 

For this analysis, information was requested from response contractors regarding which 
of their response vessels may be adequately equipped for night operations. Because the 
requested information was not provided, we instead illustrate the possible impact of night 
operations on recovery by comparing the maximum potential recovery from a single 
strike team (MSRC Park Responder) in the base case to that strike team’s maximum 
potential recovery if operations are sustained for 24-hours.  

It is assumed that recovery efficiency degrades from 75% during the day to 35% at 
night.22 

QUESTION:  
How much does allowing night operations change the maximum potential 
response capacity at Turn Point?   

ANSWER:  
Total maximum potential recovery capacity could not be estimated for all strike teams. 
The maximum potential recovery for one strike team increases about 36%. 

MSRC PARK RESPONDER ONLY (DAYTIME RECOVERY ONLY): 217,531 gal or 11% 
of the spill volume 

MSRC PARK RESPONDER ONLY WITH NIGHTTIME RECOVERY: 295,432 gal or 
15% of the spill volume 

The MSRC Park Responder is a large oil spill response vessel based in Port Angeles. In 
the base case scenario at Turn Point, it had the second highest overall potential 
recovery capacity of all strike teams.  The MSRC Park Responder’s strike team’s 
                                                
22 Recovery efficiency refers to the percentage of fluid recovered that is oil. It is affected in 
several ways, but generally decreases as the slick thins and emulsifies. In the case of night 
operations, it assumed that even strike teams equipped with FLIR will be less capable of targeting 
the thickest part of the slick – where the greatest recovery efficiency exists – than during daylight. 
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potential recovery capacity without night operations was 217,531	  gal,	  which	  increased	  to 
295,432 gal if it is assumed to operate through darkness as well as daylight. This 
percentage increase is provided for illustrative purposes only, and cannot be 
extrapolated across all strike teams: not all strike teams are likely to be equipped with 
FLIR and FLIR-trained personnel, and there will be less gain from continued operations 
for a strike team that is less efficient in general (due to skimmer type or other factors). 

6.6 Potential Additional Resources in San Juan Islands 
As discussed, the decision was made to assume that in the event of a large oil spill in 
the area, IOSA’s spill response resources would provide the greatest value for, and 
therefore be entirely dedicated to, protecting shoreline areas in the event of a large oil 
spill.   

The scope of work for the project required considering potential improvements to the 
response system. This study examined the impact on potential recovery capacity of 
stationing additional free-oil recovery resources in San Juan County.  This is supported 
by the results shown in Sections 6.1 (Delays) and 6.2 (Transit Speeds), which illustrate 
that the sooner recovery can begin, the greater maximum potential recovery will be.  
Two scenarios were used to examine the potential impact on maximum response 
capacity if there were free-oil recovery strike teams that were able to be on scene rapidly 
in the Islands instead of relying on those resources traveling across Rosario Strait or the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca.  

Both scenarios analyzing the impact of additional resources assumed that they would be 
available to begin recovery at first light on the first day of the spill. In order to compare 
them to the base case, a midnight spill was used for consistency with other scenarios. 
This essentially put a “false” delay on their operations and it is assumed that if the spill 
were at first light, for example, they would have a greater impact on recovery because 
they could begin after Hours 2-4, whereas vessels coming from other areas do not start 
skimming until between Hours 9-10. 

Two hypothetical strike teams were considered: 

• 6-Hour Planning Standard Strike Team: As discussed in Section 2.3, the 
current planning standard for San Juan County under Washington regulations 
requires that contingency plans demonstrate how the following resources can be 
on scene by Hour 6:  

o 13,200 ft of boom 
o EDRC of 12,500 bbl (525,000 gallons) per day 
o Storage capacity to match the 12,500 bbl (525,000 gallons).  
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Scenario 24 assessed the potential impact of having a system that meets these 
specifications stationed in the Islands. For the purpose of the scenario, this 
standard is assumed to be met with single Oil Spill Response Vessel (OSRV)1, 
with a J-boom for containment, a weir skimmer with 12,500 bbl/24-hours EDRC 
for recovery,23 and 12,500 bbl storage.  Figure 22 depicts the configuration of this 
strike team, which is based on a dedicated OSRV and oil storage barge. 

• BAT Strike Team: A second potential strike team configuration was analyzed 
that is based on non-dedicated vessels and Best Available Technology (BAT) for 
free-oil recovery (based on professional judgment of the authors), using an 
enhanced containment system and oleophillic disc skimming systems.  Scenario 
23 assessed the impact of having three BAT strike teams based in the County. 
As shown in Figure 23 each strike team includes a Current Buster containment 
system, Crucial 13/30 oleophilic disc skimmer, and two 250-bbl mini-barges.  The 
need for additional secondary storage to support this strike team early in the 
response was considered.  These three strike teams would have a combined 
rating as follows:  

o 400 ft of boom 

o EDRC of 2,664 bbl (111,888 gallons) per day 

o Storage capacity 1,500 bbl (63,000 gallons).  

  

                                                
23 For comparison, this is an EDRC 20% larger that an MSRC Responder OSRV. 
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6-Hour Planning Standard Strike Team 

 

 
RESOURCES 

Type Purpose 
OSRV1 Skimming and primary storage 
WB3 Pull J-boom for containment 
TB2 Secondary storage barge 
TUG3 Maneuver storage barge 

 
INPUTS 

Skimmer Group C 
Skimming Speed  (knots) 0.65 
Swath Width (feet) 350 
Onboard Storage (gal) 525,000 
Nameplate Pump Rate (gpm) 1,823 
Discharge Rate (gpm) 1,400 
Decant Rate (gpm) 1,400 
Offload Time (hh:mm) 3:00 
NOTES: Tug and barge can shuttle to Ferndale 
to offload. 

 

Figure 22. Hypothetical strike team comprised of resources compliant with the 6-hour milestone in 
the San Juan County planning standard 

BAT Strike Team 

 

 
RESOURCES 

Type Purpose 
B2 Containment 
SK2 Oleophillic skimming 
2 ea 
TB4 

Mini-barge, primary storage to shuttle 
to secondary storage 

WB2 VOO, skimming platform 
3 ea 
WB3 

Two to pull containment, one to 
tender mini-barge 

 
INPUTS   

Skimmer Group A 
Skimming Speed  (knots) 2.5 
Swath Width (feet) 66 
Onboard Storage (gal) 21,000 
Nameplate Pump Rate (gpm) 138 
Discharge Rate (gpm) 440 
Decant Rate (gpm) n/a 
Offload Time (hh:mm) 1:00 
NOTES: One mini-barge shuttles between 
skimmer and secondary storage, reduces 
offload time 
 

 

Figure 23. Hypothetical BAT strike team (three of which were included in scenario) 
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Table 12 presents the results of modeling these two sets of response forces at Turn 
Point under the base case conditions. 

Table 12. Results of scenarios modeling hypothetical additional resources based in San Juan 
County 

 Estimated 
Daily Recovery 

Capacity 
(bbl/day) 

72-hour Potential 
Oil Recovery 

Capacity  
(gallons) 

72-hour Total 
Fluid Storage 

Required 
(gallons) 

Scenario 24 – 
6-Hour Planning 
Standard  
Strike Team 

12,500 
 

257,279 1,486,296 

Scenario 23 –  
Three BAT Strike Teams 

2,664 239,807 441,000 

 

The potential recovery capacity of the 6-Hour Planning Standard strike team and the 
three BAT strike teams is nearly the same, even though the 6-Hour Planning Standard 
has nearly five times the EDRC (the 6-Hour Planning Standard strike team has a 
maximum potential recovery capacity just 7% larger than the BAT strike teams’). This is 
primarily due to the efficiency of the oleophillic disc skimmer and the encounter rate of 
the Current Buster containment system.  The equipment used in the 6-Hour Planning 
Standard scenario also requires 300% as much total storage as the three BAT strike 
teams combined.  Figure 24 compares the system performance for the 6-Hour Planning 
Standard strike team and just one BAT strike team.  

Many other configurations of strike teams could be modeled.  The two selected here 
represent a range of options. They also illustrate that using EDRC as the sole metric for 
assessing response capacity can be misleading when considering the potential 
performance of a response system. 

Either of these strike teams could be implemented in conjunction with an emergency tow 
vessel stationed at Turn Point. The potential spill prevention benefits of such a vessel 
have been discussed elsewhere (Van Dorp and Merrick, 2014; Etkin et al., 2015).  
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6-Hour Planning Standard Strike Team 

 

BAT Strike Team 

 
 
Figure 24. Comparison of system performance for the 6-Hour Planning Standard Strike Team and a 
single BAT Strike Team (note that scale on y-axis is different in the two figures). The BAT strike team 
retains much less free-water for the amount of oil collected; when three BAT strike teams are used, 
the total oil collected is similar to the 6-Hour Planning Standard strike team, but far less storage 
capacity is required. 
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7 Summary of Results and Regulatory Context 
This section summarizes the scenario results and presents them in the context of the 
San Juan County planning standard in state regulations.  

7.1 Summary of Results 
Figure 25 shows the percentage difference from the base case spill at Turn Point 
(Scenario 1). Each bar represents one scenario and shows the extent to which the 
resulting maximum potential recovery was higher or lower than the base case results. 
(Appendix E provides the maximum potential recovery and the amount remaining on the 
water for each scenario, both in absolute values and as percentages of the total spill 
volume.) 
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Figure 25. Percentage of spill recovered in each scenario as compared to the base case at Turn Point (Scenario 1); does not include the impact 
of night-time operations as these scenarios examined only a single strike team and cannot be directly compared to the base case 
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7.2 Regulatory Context 
The planning standard for San Juan County established by Washington regulations sets 
the expectation for a certain amount of equipment to arrive within the County by 
designated hours. This includes the amount of EDRC skimming capability and the 
amount of storage capacity. As noted, this study combines response resources from 
Washington and Oregon with the goal of demonstrating the maximum potential capacity 
for on-water mechanical recovery of oil. While this study does not rely on EDRC to 
evaluate skimming capacity, Figure 26 shows the cumulative amount of EDRC that 
would be on-scene at Turn Point using U.S. forces, and contrasts that to the amount 
required at hours 6, 12, etc. per the planning standard. Similarly, Figure 27 shows the 
storage capacity that would be on scene and the amounts required in the planning 
standard. This figure also shows the amount of recovered oil at each hour and the total 
fluid storage requirement (oil plus recovered water) at hour 72.24  In both figures, the 
vertical, green dashed lines show the hours and equipment requirements in the planning 
standard. The escalating blue line shows the cumulative quantity of resources using 
these two metrics that would be on scene if the response forces were used exactly as 
outlined in the scenarios.  

If the standard transit speeds are used, cumulative resources at Turn Point are less what 
is required by the planning standard. However, this is not the case when the alternative 
speeds, which have been granted by the Department of Ecology, are used.  If those 
transit speeds are use, the resources on-scene at Turn Point will meet the 6-hour 
standard.  Eventually, both EDRC and on-water storage far exceed the amounts 
required for the County by state regulation. The volume of on-water storage required by 
the modeled potential recovery capacity is also met by the storage available on-scene. 

                                                
24 Hourly estimates of total fluid storage requirements could not be derived from ROC outputs. 
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Figure 26. Cumulative Estimated Daily Recovery Capacity as used in scenarios in comparison to San Juan County planning standard 
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Figure 27. Cumulative on-water storage in scenarios as compared to San Juan County planning standard, modeled oil recovered, and storage 
required for total fluids recovered at 72 hours in base case scenario 
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8 Other Key Factors 
As noted in Section 3, the model used in this technical analysis does not incorporate all 
possible factors that may influence a spill response in San Juan County. This section 
discusses some of the more prominent of those issues. 

8.1 Response Gap  
High winds, large or steep waves, poor visibility, or extreme cold may inhibit or preclude 
a response by causing unsafe conditions for responders or equipment failure. While 
responders may be able to persevere when challenged by one of these factors, the 
response is likely to be compromised significantly if two or more conditions become a 
problem. The frequency with which this occurs is referred to as the “response gap.” A 
response gap analysis applies historical environmental observations (usually from buoys 
or airports) to established system limits to estimate how often conditions would be likely 
to preclude a response.  Previous response gap studies have established limits for on-
water mechanical recovery based on the point at which wind, sea state, visibility, or 
other factors will preclude or prevent operations. (Nuka Research, 2006; 2007a; 2007b; 
2008; SL Ross, 2011; Terhune, 2011; Nuka Research 2012a; Nuka Research, 2012b; 
Nuka Research, 2014a; Nuka Research 2014b; DNV, 2014). 

As noted, this study assumes that conditions are conducive to the use of either (or both) 
protected water or open water spill response systems. In other words, the model results 
presented above will apply only when the equipment and vessels discussed in 
preceding sections can be safely deployed and function as expected. While the impact 
of winds on recovery is discussed,25 the ROC does not analyze how often it would be 
impossible to even deploy response operations due to wind or other conditions. 
However, we acknowledge the potentially significant time periods when the on-water oil 
recovery system analyzed here could not be deployed in Haro and Rosario Straits. As 
an indication of this, a recent response gap analysis for a location south of the San Juan 
Islands found that 40% of hours in the summer, and 60% of hours in the winter, it 
would likely be impossible to implement mechanical recovery operations with the 
necessary aerial reconnaissance support. Historical data used in this response gap 
analysis were taken from the New Dungeness buoy (Nuka Research, 2015), which is the 
same source used for the water temperature used in the San Juan County study and 
shown in Figure 16 (Section 5.5). 

                                                
25 The model does degrade the efficiency of the recovery as winds increase.  This degradation 
can be seen in the analysis of wind speed on potential recovery capacity in Section 5.5.  No other 
variable studied degraded potential response capacity as greatly as an increase from zero knots 
to 11.9 knots. 
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8.2 Currents 
The ROC does not model currents. Currents can have a large impact on both the 
behavior and movement of the oil slick, and the ability of recovery systems to operate.  
As noted in the introduction, the waters around the San Juan Islands are known for 
strong tidal currents (NOAA, 2015a).  Strong tidal currents are a daily event in these 
waters. 

At the southern end of Haro Strait, tidal excursions26 can exceed 5 nm (Mofjeld and 
Larsen, 1984). Horizontal surface currents will speed the spread of the oil slick, 
increasing the area and decreasing the thickness of the slick. As waters in a strong 
current pass over changes in the bottom topography, upwelling or downwelling effects 
can cause spilled oil to temporarily submerge, making in inaccessible to free-oil recovery 
tactics (see Section 8.3).  Current flowing through narrow passes and around points of 
land will form eddies and tide rips which can break apart slicks and spread the oil further.  
In some locations, standing waves form during peak tidal flow. This creates the same 
sort of hydraulic turbulence normally associated with whitewater in rivers. 

A broad, consistent current over a large expanse of water will generally move an oil slick 
and the oil recovery system together.  Under these conditions, oil recovery systems can 
operate with little effect from the current.  However, when currents shear and form 
eddies and tide rips, as is the case around the San Juan Islands, the oil recovery 
operations can drastically less efficient. Operations may become ineffective or 
impossible as it becomes increasingly difficult to hold the necessary boom formations to 
contain and concentrate the oil.  Locating and tracking the oil also becomes difficult in 
areas of high current.   

While it is not possible to quantify the effect currents would have on oil recovery 
operation in the San Juan Island, in our judgment currents could equal or exceed the 
effect of winds (see Section 5.5) in reducing potential recovery capacity. 

8.3 Potential Oil Submergence  
On-water mechanical recovery systems rely on skimming technology that encounters oil 
slicks floating on the water surface.  In order for these systems to work, the oil must 
remain as a floating oil slick for the duration of the recovery period.  Even if the oil 
submerges a few centimeters below the surface, it becomes difficult to impossible to 
recover using oil skimmers, which require a layer of floating oil.  The ROC does not have 
the ability to factor in potential oil submergence or sinking because it does not estimate 
the density relative to the water in which the oil is spilled.  If the model had the ability to 
incorporate oil submergence, it would result in a hard stop to recovery operations as 
                                                
26 Horizontal distance the water moves between periods of zero current in a tidal cycle. 
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soon as oil submerged below the water’s surface.  Therefore, it is important to consider 
the potential for diluted bitumen to submerge when interpreting the maximum potential 
response capacities discussed in this report. 

Any oil with a density close to or heavier than water has the potential to sink or 
submerge.  Diluted bitumen has been the subject of significant recent study to determine 
the parameters under which this product may submerge or sink in waters of varying 
salinities (Short, 2015; King et al., 2014; Environment Canada et al., 2013; S.L. Ross, 
2012).  It must be noted that there are many different formulations of diluted bitumen and 
the weathering behavior of each formulation will be different.  Factors that influence the 
potential for oil to submerge or sink include: density relative to seawater; physical 
agitation of oil molecules in the surface layer of the water (wave or turbulent energy 
driving oil droplets below the water surface); and incorporation of sediments or 
particulate matter that would make the oil heavier than the water.  Diluted bitumen 
buoyancy will tend to be lower and submergence or sinking more likely during conditions 
of low salinity (river or estuarine environments or fresh water plumes/lenses); high 
turbidity or wave energy; or when the oil comes into contact with particulate matter 
suspended in the water column or from shoreline or riverbank sediments (King et al., 
2014; Environment Canada et al., 2013; Crosby et al., 2013; Short, 2015).  A recent 
study on diluted bitumen fate and effect in Burrard Inlet and the Fraser River Delta in 
British Columbia found that under certain conditions, the oil may sink in as little as 24 
hours after the release (Short, 2015).  The 2010 diluted bitumen spill in the Kalamazoo 
River demonstrated that diluted bitumen will sink under fresh-water river conditions 
(EPA, 2013). 

8.4 Shoreline Stranding  
If oil is not recovered from the water surface, it may become stranded on a shoreline in 
the intertidal zone.  Once stranded, oil cannot be recovered using the free-oil recovery 
tactics and resources analyzed in this study, unless it remobilizes and is accessible for 
recovery.  It is generally accepted that oil slicks will move at 3% of the wind speed and 
100% of the current.  While currents usually follow channels and thus move parallel to 
the shoreline, winds do not and may rapidly move an oil slick onto a leeward shoreline.  
In the base case example, with 25th percentile winds of 3.8 knots, the wind would move 
the oil slick one nautical mile before the first oil recovery system is operational between 
Hours 9-10.  In the case of 75th percentile winds (11.9 knots), the wind would move the 
oil slick downwind over 3 nm in this same timeframe.   

If an oil spill resulted from a drift or power grounding, the initial spill will likely occur close 
to a shoreline.  In this case, the likelihood of oil stranding increases.  While the effect of 
stranding is not quantified in this analysis, it can be expected that stranding will occur in 
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an area such as the San Juan Islands. This would reduce the oil available for recovery 
and thus the potential recovery capacity of the scenarios modeled. 

8.5 Marine Debris 
As an oil slick spreads it inevitably comes into contact will marine debris, such as sea 
weeds, floating wood, plastics, and other flotsam and jetsam.  Floating debris is affected 
by the same forces as the oil slick and generally behaves in the same way.  This debris 
will become incorporated into the slick and may be encountered by oil recovery systems.  
Different skimming and booming technologies have different tolerances for debris 
encountered with the slick, but in general debris reduces the efficiencies of the recovery 
process and thus reduces the potential recovery capacity. 

8.6 Trans-boundary Response  
Section 6.4 described the impact of Canadian response forces on the maximum 
potential response capacity for a spill at Turn Point. For this assistance to be realized, 
there are numerous issues that must be resolved for a spill response along the 
international border, regardless of on which side of the border the spill originates. The 
best spill response in this area will be one in which response resources can move 
seamlessly across the border in both directions in order to stay in the thickest part of the 
slick and thus maximize recovery potential. Currently, there are barriers to this, including 
issues related to ensuring that responders will have immunity on both sides of the 
border. Currently MSRC will not conduct operations in Canadian waters unless one of 
their customer companies indemnifies them directly. Canadian law stipulates that the 
only way responders can be granted immunity from liability in the event of a spill or other 
problem associated with their operations is to be contracted by WCMRC (USCG, 2015). 
This represents one well-recognized potential limitation on the ability to implement large-
scale response in boundary areas. It is also unlikely that either country would release all 
their major response assets to respond in the other country. 

Governmental trans-boundary response planning resides within the long-standing 
Canada-United States Joint Marine Contingency Plan. The myriad cross-border issues 
and federal, tribal, First Nations, provincial, state, local, and organization interest 
involved are outside the scope of this study. Instead, several key issues raised the 
CANUSPAC 2014 (USCG, 2015) exercise and a report by the BC-Pacific States Oil Spill 
Task Force (2011) are highlighted to acknowledge the efforts for cross-border 
cooperation and some of the work still to be done: 

• Ensure that responders are granted appropriate immunity in both countries to 
allow the private response organizations that represent the bulk of the response 
capacity in each country to mobilize across the border.  
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• Consider the viability of a Joint Unified Area Command (JUAC) and its ability to 
support the on-scene incident management teams. 

• Examine interactions with Joint Response Team (JRT) and U.S. and Canadian 
Incident Management Teams.  

• Maintain an effective communication system between the U.S. and Canadian 
response centers to establish a common operating picture.  

• Discuss the use of alternative response and the provisions for their use. 
• Identify logistical challenges related to response on remote shorelines. 

The international border will add to the complexity of an oil spill response that will 
already be challenged by currents and other conditions. 
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9 Key Findings and Discussion 
This section describes the key findings based on the technical analysis and project 
overall. This discussion provides the basis for the recommendations listed in Section 10. 

1. The waters adjacent to the San Juan Islands present a very difficult 
environment to contain and recover a major marine oil spill.  This is primarily due 
to the high currents and rip tides that occur throughout the area on a daily basis. 

The nature of the strong tidal currents; close proximity of the islands; and degrading 
effect of winds, debris, and other environmental factors will certainly preclude any 
response system from achieving the potential capacity estimated in this analysis.  
Currents are especially concerning because high current and associated tide rips 
occur every day in these waters.  At times, free-oil recovery will be completely 
precluded by environmental factors, including currents.  The people of San Juan 
County should not expect that even the best free-oil recovery response would prevent 
spill impacts to the lands, resources, and welfare of the County.  Yet, every gallon of 
oil that is recovered from the water reduces the impact of a spill.  Response forces 
should be ready and capable of recovering oil that is accessible when conditions are 
favorable.  Oil slicks with a trajectory toward sensitive areas should be targeted first.  
Response forces should be distributed with multiple strike teams capable of moving 
quickly and operating in currents versus fewer strike teams with a larger potential 
recovery capacity that are less suited to the conditions found in the San Juan Islands. 

Preventing a spill should always be the highest priority, but a robust free-oil recovery 
capacity capable of responding quickly and operating in high currents represents a 
second barrier to impacts.  Shoreline protection is the third barrier, but was not 
considered in this analysis. 

2. This analysis indicates that in the San Juan Islands with the current response 
resources used to their absolute maximum potential under nearly ideal 
circumstances, the upper threshold for potential on-water oil recovery capacity is 
roughly 1.6 million gallons in 72 hours, if oil remains available for recovery.   

Even as this quantity represents a maximum potential that would be impossible to 
achieve in the real world, it is also smaller than one tank of a typical tanker 
transporting Alaska North Slope crude oil and less than the fuel capacity of a large 
non-tank vessel transiting the region today.  The response forces modeled are a 
significant response capability when compared with other regions of the country and 
the world, but their total capacity represents a fraction of what would be required to 
recover a worse case discharge in the San Juan Islands. 
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3. Their location relative to mainland response bases does not result in a 
significant difference in potential response capacity between the Turn Point on 
the western side of the Islands and Point Lawrence to the east.   

While the response resources in Ferndale, Bellingham, Anacortes, and Everett are 
closer to Rosario Strait than Haro Strait and Boundary Pass.  Recovery operations 
begin at hour 4.7 at Point Lawrence compared to hour 9.5 at Turn Point.  The 
response resources in Port Angles, Puget Sound, and Neah Bay account for most of 
the potential oil recovery capacity and arrive at Haro Strait sooner than Rosario Strait.  
The difference in potential capacity out weighs the difference in time of first recovery. 

4. If Canadian response resources were deployed to a spill at Turn Point, this 
would marginally improve the potential recovery capacity over the base case.  

Four additional Canadian free-oil recovery strike teams and two additional secondary 
containment strike teams were identified from WRRL resources and employed at 
Hour 18 according to the Canadian regulatory standard.  These forces improved the 
overall recovery potential by approximately 60,000 gallons.  A better understanding of 
the Canadian response forces that would be available to respond to a U.S. spill and 
their timing would improve our understanding of this question. As noted in Finding 15, 
the availability of Canadian response resources is still in doubt due to trans-boundary 
jurisdiction issues. 

5. In order to maximize potential recovery capacity, it is imperative to initiate 
recovery operations as soon as possible.  This could be enhanced by stationing 
equipment in San Juan County.  

The physical and chemical processes inherent in the spreading and weathering of 
spilled oil demand a rapid deployment of free-oil recovery strike teams.  The base 
case analysis shows that the first recovery operations begin at Turn Point at Hour 9.5 
and with alternative speeds (approved by the state) recovery operations begin at Hour 
5.  Any improvement in these times will improve potential recovery capability.  One 
way to reduce delays in response time would be to station additional response 
resources in San Juan County.  

6. There is adequate total on-water storage to support the spill response forces 
assembled and modeled in this analysis, if all resources modeled are able to be 
deployed.   

On-water storage capacity was not a limiting factor for the base case scenario, 3.7 
million gallons of total fluid storage were required and 6.8 million gallons were 
available.  Total storage would become a limiting factor for spills larger that 2 million 
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gallons, if the system’s recovery capacity increased enough to collect more than the 
maximum potential recovery modeled in this study. 

7. Additional small barges would increase primary storage capacity and therefore 
skimming capacity for those strike teams that have relatively high recovery 
capacity but limited primary storage capacity.  

While the overall storage available is sufficient for the spill size studied, the availability 
of primary storage devices for some strike teams may become limiting.  Some 
skimming systems with large recovery capacity have very little primary storage and 
there are very few small towable barges (mini-barges) to use as intermediate storage.  
Towable bladders or drogues are difficult to empty and reuse as primary storage and 
are not an adequate substitute for mini-barges. 

8. Free-oil recovery operations as modeled utilized almost all available workboat 
resources leaving few for other concurrent phases of the response, such as 
shoreline protection.   

Workboats available in the WRRL were assigned to maximize the recovery potential 
for the skimmers and boom systems available for free-oil recovery.  It was assumed 
that small workboats would be unable to safely cross large, open water bodies such 
as the Strait of Juan de Fuca.  After the hypothetical strike teams were assembled for 
the analysis, there were only small workboats left and not necessarily the number or 
type that would be needed to conduct shoreline protection and other response 
support. 

9. While this study did not consider the availability of trained personnel overall, 
the personnel numbers used in the Western Response Resources List are not 
sufficient to conduct the response operations modeled.   

In our judgment, the number of field personnel listed with the response equipment in 
the WRRL is not sufficient to commence and maintain recovery operations modeled in 
this analysis.  Even thought we did not consider skimming operations during 
darkness, transits to and from nighttime anchorages/moorages, and offloading 
recovered fluids to secondary storage were allowed during darkness to maximize 
recovery potential.  This results in near 24-hour per day operations, which require 
additional crews. The crew numbers in the WRRL are not sufficient for safe 24-hour 
operations. 
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10. Aerial observations are an essential element of free-oil recovery that was not 
validated in this analysis.   

Maximizing free-oil recovery requires keeping strike teams concentrated in the 
thickest part of the oil slick, which is best accomplished by aerial spotting and 
directions from an aircraft.  Aircraft resources and observational systems are not 
listed in the WRRL and were not evaluated as part of this study. The availability of 
sufficient contracted aircraft and trained observers can be validated through audits or 
exercises. 

11. Logistics such as communications, food, housing, fuel, other supplies, 
decontamination, and waste management are a critical component of an oil spill 
response but were not validated in this analysis.   

Logistics is the first key to a successful oil spill response operation.  Equipment and 
personnel deployed to the field must be supported with aerial observation, 
communications, fuel, food, water, housing, supplies, decontamination, and waste 
management.  This is a huge endeavor for a response operation of this size and 
complexity, but logistical capacity was not part of the scope of this study. The 
adequacy of logistical support can be validated through audits or exercises. 

12. The rapid transfer of recovered fluids from primary storage to secondary 
storage is an essential element of free-oil recovery that was not validated in this 
study.  

Maximizing free-oil recovery requires transferring recovered fluids from primary 
storage to secondary storage in order to minimize the percentage of time that 
skimming is suspended awaiting transfer.  In a large spill, multiple primary storage 
devices must be unloaded simultaneously.  We were not able to confirm that the 
systems, procedures, equipment, and trained personnel were available to rapidly 
unload multiple primary storage devices, but this could be validated through audits or 
exercises. 

13. The fate and behavior of diluted bitumen spilled to marine waters is poorly 
understood and requires further study, including the types of diluted bitumen that 
may be shipped past the San Juan Islands and the effect of currents, 
sedimentation, and other characteristics of the marine environment there.   

The behavior of the varieties of bitumen spilled into marine waters is poorly 
understood and published reports draw conflicting conclusion about the potential for 
oil spills of dilbit to submerge or sink.  The free-oil recovery tactics analyzed in this 
study are not effective on submerged oil.  There is very limited capacity to monitor, 
track, or recover submerged oil. 
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14. Estimated Daily Recovery Capacity is a poor metric for evaluating spill 
response capacity.   

As demonstrated in Section 6.6, strike teams with equivalent maximum recovery 
potential can have vastly different EDRC ratings.  Standards based on the delivery of 
boom, skimmers characterized only by EDRC, and on-water storage do not provide a 
true indication of response capability.  Strike teams should be designed to optimize 
containment, collection, and storage capacity, then rated by their maximum recovery 
potential and operating environment.  Planning standards could then be based on 
those ratings.  

The Department of Interior’s Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement 
funded a project by Genwest Systems, Inc., the company that developed the ROC, to 
examine EDRC and recommend an alternative approach. The Estimated Response 
System Potential calculator was developed (Genwest Systems, Inc., 2012b) and 
updated most recently in February 2015 to include feedback received from a National 
Academies of Science review and public comments solicited through the Federal 
Register (79 FR 151).  

15. Information about the composition and performance of response forces during 
drills and exercises were not readily available for this analysis.   

It was not possible to obtain some of the information needed to analyze oil spill 
response capacity for the San Juan Islands. Without information available about how 
the response organizations in the region would assemble strike teams or coordinate, 
Nuka Research applied best professional judgment to develop hypothetical strike 
teams (combinations of vessels, equipment, and personnel) from the information 
available in the WRRL. While the WRRL is available to the public and is a valuable 
resource, it lists equipment and specifications but does not provide information about 
how response resources would be combined and used for an actual spill response.  

16. Trans-boundary response issues will complicate and possibly hinder oil spill 
response operations in waters adjacent to San Juan County. 

Oil spills do not stop at international boundaries.  The ability to receive aid from 
Canadian based resources and for U.S. Response forces to transit into Canadian 
waters to recover oil are not clearly defined.  Any delay in response due to trans-
boundary jurisdictional or liability issues will certainly reduce the potential recovery 
capacity. 
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17.  There is a high level of concern about the potential for a large oil spill in San 
Juan County, but no clear forum for local government, tribes, and organizations to 
understand and inform oil spill preparedness efforts.  

The process of working with the County and the parties they invited to provide input to 
this study made clear that there is a high level of concern about the potential for a 
large oil spill in the marine waters adjacent to the County. Clearly, the citizens of San 
Juan County and local tribes would face severe negative impacts if a large spill of 
persistent oil were to occur in or near the San Juan Islands. Several members of the 
study group expressed frustration at the relative lack of participation of the response 
industry and Department of Ecology in sharing information or suggestions on the 
study design that would have benefitted this project. (A representative fro the BP 
Cherry Point refinery did contribute to discussions of the project scope and research 
questions.) 

While some planning-related information is available for public comment, there is no 
formal, sustained forum for the County and others to obtain information, ask 
questions, provide suggestions, or share concerns about spill preparedness with 
regulators and regulated industry or response contractors. Such a forum can also 
foster shared understanding of issues and build trust.  The two Regional Citizen’s 
Advisory Councils in Alaska, mandated in federal law, provide one example of such a 
forum. The Puget Sound Partnership Oil Spill Work Group also sought to fill this role, 
but no longer meets.   
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10  Recommendations 
This section makes recommendations based on the results of the analysis and issues 
discussed in the previous section. These include four primary recommendations with 
associated sub-recommendations. The four primary recommendations are: 

1) Ensure that the existing response system is capable of a rapid large-scale 
mobilization of response resources, similar to those modeled in this study, 
in order to realize the full potential capacity of the existing system. 

2) Further enhance the ability to respond to oil spills in the San Juan Islands 
by dedicating additional free-oil recovery assets in the region and tailor 
those resources to the conditions that exist there. 

3) Modify or demonstrate planning assumptions to better reflect the 
complexity of spill response and real-world conditions. 

4) Further enhance transparency and create and sustain a forum to engage 
local governments, tribes, and other interested parties in oil spill 
prevention and response planning for the region. 

Most of the recommendations would be implemented by some combination of the 
regulators – the Department of Ecology, possibly in conjunction with the U.S. Coast 
Guard  – and regulated entities, or RAC in conjunction, as needed, with their member 
companies. The recommendations are elaborated upon below. 

RECOMMENDATION #1. Ensure that the existing response system is capable of a 
rapid large-scale mobilization of response resources similar to those modeled in 
this study in order to realize the full potential capacity of the existing system.  

As discussed, this study models response scenarios in the idealized context in which all 
suitable resources are deployed to a major response in the San Juan Islands. To our 
knowledge, this has never been attempted or demonstrated, and it would require a 
carefully coordinated effort to combine resources from different RAC and from around 
Washington and Oregon (and British Columbia, potentially), assuming that weather and 
currents were conducive to a response and that resources could be released from all 
response bases. 

The ability to mount such a response, or to identify and work through barriers to such a 
response, can be tested or demonstrated through plans, tactical manuals, drills, and 
exercises, including: 
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1.1 Establish standard configurations for strike teams that would be assembled 
and dispatched to San Juan County for a worse case discharge, including 
combining resources from different contractors. Each strike team should be 
modeled and optimized to achieve maximum potential recovery capacity. (While 
these configurations would not be mandatory during a response, they should be 
utilized for planning purposes and would facilitate the speed of such a response 
should one be needed.) 

1.2 Each strike team identified above should train and demonstrate proficiency in 
the implementation of free-oil recovery tactics in San Juan County (particularly in 
high current areas).   

1.3 Conduct unannounced drills for each strike team designated above to validate 
mobilization times and capability to deploy in San Juan County.  This should 
include mobilizing response resources across the open waters of the Strait of Juan 
de Fuca. 

1.4 Through drills, exercises, and audits, ensure and demonstrate the critical 
response elements that were not able to be validated for this study: 

• Adequate trained personnel are available to crew the strike teams 
identified above, including for 24-hour operations. 

• Sufficient workboats with trained crews are available to deploy the 
strike teams noted above.  Consider the safe mobilization of these 
workboats to potential spill sites in the San Juan Islands.  Where 
workboats are non-dedicated vessels of opportunity, anticipate the 
need for an addition 50% of boats to account for those that may be 
unavailable at any given time. 

• The systems, procedures, equipment, and trained personnel are in 
place to rapidly unload multiple primary storage devices to secondary 
storage in a manner that will not impede the response.   

• Adequate planning and resources are in place to provide logistical 
support for a major spill response in San Juan County.  

1.5 Consider the need for concurrent response operations, particularly shoreline 
protection and the movement of personnel and supplies, and ensure that sufficient 
resources are available to fully implement all aspects of a response, in addition to 
on-water recovery. 

1.6 Continue to develop the technology to locate and track oil slicks in darkness 
and direct large spill response assets in darkness, then demonstrate the ability to 
effectively recover an oil spill during darkness in the San Juan Islands is proven. 

1.7 Continue to research the weathering behavior of the variety of diluted bitumen 
that is shipped from Canada through Haro Strait and Boundary Pass under the 
conditions present there.  (This recommendation is supported by the U.S. Coast 
Guard’s report to Congress in 2014; USCG, 2014). If research shows that diluted 
bitumen may submerge, then capacity to track and recover submerged oil should 
be developed and deployed. Planning should also be implemented for personnel 
safety if toxic components of the diluent evaporate. 
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1.8 Engage Canadian agencies and the Western Canadian Marine Response 
Corporation to evaluate Canadian response resources and their availability and 
willingness to respond to a large marine oil spill in San Juan County. 

1.9 Continue to work to resolve the jurisdictional and trans-boundary issues 
associated with oil spills that have the potential to cross international boarders.  
Advocate for changes in Canadian laws that would release U.S.-based responders 
from liability if they operate in Canadian waters.  Develop mutually acceptable 
procedures to allow Canadian response systems to respond to spills near the 
border. 

 

RECOMMENDATION #2. Further enhance the ability to respond to oil spills in the 
San Juan Islands by dedicating additional assets in the region tailored to the 
conditions that there. In addition to maximizing the current system, as discussed in 
Recommendation #1, there are opportunities to further enhance the response capacity in 
the San Juan Islands. To this end, Nuka Research recommends the following:  

2.1 Evaluate the potential to station one to three BAT strike teams (as detailed in 
Section 6.6) in San Juan County for rapid deployment of a free-oil recovery 
capability in the adjacent waters.  These BAT strike teams are particularly suited for 
the conditions in the San Juan Islands.  The evaluation should assess the interest 
and availability of vessels of opportunity operators to be trained, maintain 
proficiency, and be on-call to respond on short notice.  If it is determined that these 
resources cannot be deployed by vessels of opportunity, one strike team with 
dedicated resources could be stationed each in Ferndale, Anacortes, and Port 
Angeles. 

2.2 Ten small barges with a capacity of 10,000 gallons should be procured and 
staged within San Juan County to supplement oil storage for these skimming 
systems. Many of the oil spill response vessels listed in the WRRL as being 
available in the region have limited primary oil storage.   

2.3 As recommended elsewhere, the potential effectiveness of a pre-positioned 
emergency towing vessel, stationed in the vicinity of Haro Strait and Boundary 
Pass, should be evaluated as a prevention measure to offset the challenges to free-
oil recovery due to the conditions in San Juan County.  Any potential towing vessel 
should also have equipment necessary to perform free-oil recovery. 

RECOMMENDATION #3. Modify or demonstrate planning assumptions to better 
reflect the complexity of spill response and real-world conditions. 

3.1 Establish planning standards based on estimated system recovery potential, not 
Estimated Daily Recovery Capacity.  
 
3.2 Determine alternative speeds for vessels based on at least 75th percentile wind 
and sea state conditions over long distances.  The currently approved alternative 
speeds appear to be based on near ideal conditions, which are not necessarily 
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indicative of those in the straits that vessels must cross to reach the San Juan 
Islands.  Mobilization speeds should also be tested during unannounced drills. 

 

RECOMMENDATION #4. Further enhance transparency, and create and sustain a 
forum to engage local governments, tribes, and other interested parties in oil spill 
prevention and response planning for the region. 

4.1 Make information about spill response readiness accessible to the public on an 
on-going basis, including: vessel contingency plans, tactics manuals, and Incident 
Action Plans and After Action Reports from drills and exercises.  Sharing this 
information can enhance understanding, build trust, and improve the quality of 
studies such as this one.   

4.2 The oil spill regulatory agencies and regulated industry should work with local 
government, tribes, and interested citizens to establish a forum to engage and 
involve these interests in oil spill prevention and response planning.  The public has 
local expertise, bears the consequences of an oil spill, and should have regular 
access to information and decision makers.  A program to involve citizens in the 
planning and evaluation of oil spill preparedness would build understanding and 
trust among agencies, industry, and the public.  Future analyses similar to this 
should be conducted jointly in an open manner through such a forum. 
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San Juan County Oil Spill Response Evaluation Project 
Preliminary Results Briefing & Discussion 
May 22, 2015 
 
Summary 
 
Participants 
 
Fred Felleman, WAVE Marine Consulting, Friends of the Earth 
Sierra Fletcher, Nuka Research 
Sam Gibboney, San Juan County 
Julie Knight, Island Oil Spill Association  
Keith Ledford, Marine Affairs – Makah  
Jon Neel, Puget Sound Partnership 
Laura Nelson, Marine Affairs - Makah 
Lovel Pratt, Mulno Cove Consulting (representing Friends of the San Juans) 
Laura Arnold, SJC Marine Resource Committee 
Kimbal Sundberg, Salmon Recovery Volunteer 
Jamie Stephens, San Juan Council 
Tim Robertson, Nuka Research 
 
Comments from participants: 
 

1) Make very clear that the value of the study results is in the comparison of 
scenarios, not absolute maximum potential recovery capacity. This is not a 
prediction of recovery.  

2) If mentioning things that suffer consequences from an oil spill, mention 
economy in addition to people and the environment. 

3) Especially where recovery takes place close to shore, kelp and other debris will 
impair recovery efficiency. 

4) Good surveillance and ability to target the slick are critical to maximize recovery 
potential. 

5) Show correlation between our outputs and estimated daily recovery capacity 
(EDRC). 

6) There are many reasons a response could be delayed, including: a response 
contractor not deploying immediately if the responsible party is not identified or 
not their client, toxic or explosive vapors impacting responder safety, failures in 
notification, and weather. 

7) Suggested that the Kelp Reefs wind data are better representative of winds for 
scenarios at Turn Point than Saturna Island. 

8) Clarify that storage is not a limiting factor for the base case spill studied. This 
does not mean that it would never be a limiting factor – as in for a larger spill - 
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or could not be improved upon in some way (for example by being able to 
provide accessible secondary storage to a dispersed response). 

9) Collection at Turn Point will be challenged by the sea state resulting from the 
area’s exposure and Haro Starit fetch and a tidal current that can exceed 3 
knots. 

10) Acknowledge that the type of dilbit in the ROC oil library is likely not 
representative of what is being shipped from the terminal in Vancouver. 

11) Consider presenting results as percentage difference from base case (to be 
discussed). 

12) The way wind data are compiled may obfuscate the actual impact on response: 
if winds consistently slow at night, these periods of calm are included in wind 
speed data, though collection (in our scenarios) would be happening during day 
light when the winds speeds would be higher.  Wind speeds affect both 
spreading of the slick and the efficiency of recovery systems. 

13) IOSA has conducted oil recovery operations at night. Currently, MSRC does not 
have a real-time downlink between night-time aerial surveillance and on-water 
skimming systems. The ability to conduct night operations with timely 
information is likely to improve in the future, though responder safety will always 
be paramount. 

14) Recovery potential on the eastern side of the San Juan Islands could be 
enhanced by increasing the size of the response systems in Anacortes and other 
mainland sites on Rosario Strait, which arrive on scene first. 

15) The number of personnel in the Western Resources Response List likely is less 
than actually needed, and does not reflect 24-hour operations.  

16) The scenarios do not assume that vessels are going back to response bases. 
17) Winter is greatest concern because of darkness/winds. 
18) Chartering the Neah Bay tug costs approximately $100,000/month 
19) Important to show what is needed to make most use of what already exists. 
20) Important to demonstrate the effectiveness of what we already have. Also make 

clear that study shows that weather/season/sea state seriously inhibit response 
capacity so prevention is very important. 

21) Sequence findings and recommendations so easiest items to accomplish come 
first. 

22) It could take up to 12 hours to make the decision to conduct in-situ burning. 
23) Use unannounced drills as part of demonstrating the ability to implement this 

maximized system. 
24) Drill and exercise document such as Incident Action Plans and After Action 

Reports should be public documents. 
25) New regulations require that exercises be conducted with resources from 

different contractors used together in some cases. 
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Further areas of research suggested: 
 
What additional potential recovery could be achieved if an emergency tow vessel with 
response capability (assuming a Current Buster and mini-barges) is located in 
somewhere that allows it to be on scene in 2 hrs in most areas of the Island? 
 
What is the impact on estimated potential recovery of having equipment equivalent to 
that required to be on scene by 4 and 6 hours (according the San Juan Islands planning 
standard) is based in Friday Harbor? 
 
What is the impact on estimated potential recovery of night operations that include all 
strike teams that may have FLIR onboard? (Without information on which vessels do 
have this capability, we are left with a best professional judgment determination of 
which ones may the most likely to have this technology.) 
 
What is the impact on estimated potential recovery if the response is delayed 12 or 24 
hours?  
 
What would be the impact on the amount of oil remaining on the water if in-situ 
burning is used as a response option? 
 
Recommendations discussed: 
 

• Make WA state required contingency plans and associated documents (technical 
manuals) available for public review during plan issuance or renewal period. 

• Make Drill/Exercise Incident Action Plans and After Action Reports public 
documents. 

• Require truly unannounced drills that require actual deployment of response 
forces in San Juan County. 

• Require demonstration of night operations. 
• Require demonstration of logistics to support operation in SJC. 
• Require vessel alternative speeds to be demonstrated during an actual spill or in 

adverse sea conditions. 
• Require demonstration of response system proficiency in the high current areas 

in San Juan County. 
• Require demonstration of aerial observation and coordination with skimming 

systems during daylight and darkness. 
• Require demonstration that response contractors have sufficient personnel 

available to sustain a response for at least 96 hours, including compliance with 
manning standards and the personnel needed to operate response systems. 

• Increase cooperation with Canadian response. 
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• Conduct a response gap analysis and use the results to inform the discussion 
about providing additional prevention measures such as closures and/or 
emergency towing resources. 

• Require additional storage and spill response resources in San Juan County. 
• Require additional work boats to be contracted for response operations. 
• Require that the 4 and 6 hour response resources mandated in the San Juan 

County planning standard be located in the county. 
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Strike	  Team	  #1	  (ST01)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV1	   MSRC	  Park	  Responder	   7527	  
WB3	   Workboat	  32’	   7531	  
PTP	   Pump,	  CCN-‐150,	  2200	  

gpm	  
24865	  

	   Additional	  Crew	   	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimmer	  Group	   C	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   350	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   168,000	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   1531	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   1,400	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   1,400	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   3:00	  
NOTES:	  Open	  Water	  
Additional	  crew	  need	  to	  operate	  systems	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #2	  (ST02)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
TB2	   MSRC	  OSRB	  380	   7510	  
TUG2	   Tug	  of	  Opportunity	   	  
WB3	   MSRC	  CASADE	   7491	  
PTP	   DOP	  250	  Pump	   7509	  
B1	   OSRB,	  380,	  EFC	  67"	  Boom	   7508	  
SKP	   Crucial	  C-‐Disc	  56/30	   30329	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   A	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   220	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   1,596,000	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   410	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   No	  offload	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   220	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   No	  offload	  
NOTES:	  Open	  Water	  
Can	  be	  use	  as	  secondary	  storage	  during	  dark	  hours.	  
Where	  are	  accommodations	  for	  crew?	  
More	  crew	  needed	  if	  night	  time	  ops.	  
DOP	  250	  is	  used	  to	  decant	  during	  daytime	  and	  onload	  
from	  other	  systems	  (evenings).	  An	  estimated	  220	  gpm	  
24-‐hour	  rate	  is	  used	  for	  decant.	  
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Strike	  Team	  #3	  (ST03)	  

	  

	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  RESOURCES	  
Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  

OSRV	  1	   MSRC	  Shearwater	   3104	  
WB3	   MSRC,	  MALLARD	   3097	  
WB3	   GDS,	  FAITH	  NICOLE	   30200	  
B2	   SW,	  Boom,	  Acme	  30”	   3105	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   300	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   57,792	  	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   1,000	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   3:12	  
NOTES:	  Open	  Water	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #4	  (ST04)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV	  1	   NRCES	  Columbia	   28542	  
WB4	   Munson	  Work	  Boat	  6658	   28490	  
B2	   Acme	  Boom,	  20”	   28310	  
SK2	   Lori	  Brush	  Skimmer	   30459	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   A	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   300	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   26,250	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   84	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   2:00	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Limited	  by	  PW	  boom	  onboard	  
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Strike	  Team	  #5	  (ST05)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV	  1	   NRCES	  Cape	  Flattery	   28537	  
B2	   Inflatable	  Abasco	  42”	   27894	  
SK3	   Aquaguard	  RBS-‐40	   28259	  
PS4	   Dracone	  Canflex	   28308	  
WB3	   GDS,	  Steadfast	   28889	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   A	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   100	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   17,640	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   354	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:40	  
NOTES:	  Open	  Water	  
Once	  Dracone	  if	  full,	  onboard	  recyclable	  storage	  
becomes	  320	  bbl	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #6	  (ST06)	  

	  
	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV	  1	   MSRC	  Oregon	  Responder	   7518	  
WB3	   Workboat	  32'	   7522	  
	   Additional	  Crew	   	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimmer	  Group	   C	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   350	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   168,000	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   2310	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   1400	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   1400	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   3:00	  
NOTES:	  Open	  Water	  
Additional	  crew	  need	  to	  operate	  systems	  
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Strike	  Team#7	  (ST07)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV	  1	   NRCES	  Quest	   30323	  
SKP	   Crucial	  13/30	  Disk	  

Skimmer	  
30322	  

B1	   43	  Inflatable	  Abasco	   27896	  
WB3	   NRCES,	  FRV	  3	   28567	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   A	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   350	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   40,320	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   138	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   2:32	  
NOTES:	  Open	  Water	  
Boom	  must	  be	  loaded	  before	  departure	  
4	  x	  25	  bbl	  of	  bladders	  from	  the	  FRV	  3,	  treated	  as	  
primary	  storage.	  	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #8	  (ST08)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
TB2	   OSRB,	  KITTIWAKE	   3112	  
PTP	   Pump	  Desmi	  DOP-‐250	   3063	  
PTP	   Eureka	  Transfer	  System	   24866	  
PTP	   Pump,	  DOP	  160	   30986	  
PTP	   Pump,	  DOP	  160	   30989	  
TUG2	   TOO	   	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   n/a	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   n/a	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   n/a	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   982,800	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   22,000	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   132	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   No	  offload	  
NOTES:	  Secondary	  Storage	  
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Strike	  Team	  #9	  (ST09)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV	  2	   MSRC	  Royal	  Tern	   2990	  
WB3	   TEAL,	  Work	  Boat,	  36'	   2981	  
WB3	   MSRC,	  OSPREY	   2983	  
B1/B2	   TEAL	  ,	  Boom,	  Kepner	  20”	   2982	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   300	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   11,592	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   500	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:26	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Limited	  by	  boom	  size	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #10	  (ST10)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
TB2	   OSRB	  PELICAN	   3016	  
TUG2/3	   TOO	   	  
B2	   ACME	  30”	  4,000’	   3139	  
SK2	   LORI	  4	  Brush,	  4896	  EDRC	   3095	  
PTP	   Aquaguard	  #2,	  50	  gpm	   3060	  
PTP	   Peristaltic,	  110	  gpm	   3020	  
PTP	   Poscon	  #1,	  238	  gpm	   3048	  
WB3	   VOO,	  St.	  Jude,	  Pt.	  Angles,	  

46’	  
31507	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimmer	  Group	   A	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   350	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   499,800	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   199	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   No	  offload	  
NOTES:	  Open	  Water	  
Barge	  acts	  as	  secondary	  storage	  at	  night	  
Skimmer	  is	  in	  Everett	  
Need	  additional	  crew	  
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Strike	  Team	  #11	  (ST11)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV	  2	   MSRC	  Aleutian	  Tern	   2989	  
TB4	   Shallow	  Water	  Barge	  133	   7551	  
WB4	   GDS,	  Blue	  Parrot,	  

Anacordes	  
31120	  

WB4	   GDS,	  Seine	  Skiff,	  Seattle	   28880	  
B2	   Acme,	  30”	   2978	  
WB3	   VOO,	  Sea	  Ray,	  45’	  Pt.	  

Angel.	  
30508	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   19,614	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   897	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:45	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Treat	  SWB	  133	  as	  primary	  storage	  
WB4	  from	  Seattle	  by	  trailer	  
	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #12	  (ST12)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV	  2	   MSRC	  Cormorant	   3133	  
TB4	   SWB	  51	   7570	  
WB3	   SWB	  51	  Tender,	  EAGLE	   3005	  
WB4	   Work	  Boat	  4	   7547	  
WB4	   GDS,	  Seine	  Skiff,	  Seattle	   28879	  
B2	   EAGLE,	  Boom,	  Kepner,	  

20”	  
3006	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   20,580	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   1,795	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:47	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Treat	  SWB	  51	  as	  primary	  storage	  
WB4	  from	  SEA	  by	  trailer	  
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Strike	  Team	  #13	  (ST13)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
QSRV2	   MSRC	  Western	  Gull	   3014	  
B2	   KITTIWAKE,	  Acme,	  18”	   3113	  
WB4	   GDS,	  Riddle	  Marine,	  26’,	  

SEA	  
31151	  

WB4	   GDS,	  Elwha	   31154	  
WB3	   VOO,	  Motaga	   31509	  
TB4	   Shallow	  Water	  Barge	  21	   7558	  
	   	   	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   28,812	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   500	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   2:06	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Treat	  SWB21	  as	  primary	  storage	  
GDS	  boat	  from	  SEA	  by	  trailer	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #14	  (ST14)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV	  2	   MSRC	  Arctic	  Tern	   3108	  
TB2	   NRCES	  ORB	  6	   29818	  
WB3	   Work	  Boat,	  38',	  LOON	   3099	  
B2	   LOON,	  Boom,	  Kepner,	  20”	   3100	  
WB4	   VOO,	  Turning	  Pt,	  42’,	  

Neah	  	  	  
31513	  

WB4	   VOO,Tia	  Elise,	  43’,	  Neah	  B	   31514	  
	   	   	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   22,008	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   500	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:50	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Treat	  ORB	  6	  as	  primary	  storage	  shuttle	  
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Strike	  Team	  #15	  (ST15)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
LC2	   Warrior,	  56’,	  2	  ea.	  671	   31511	  
B2	   Current	  Buster	  #4,	  System	  

B	  
31075	  

TB4	   Mini-‐Barge	  PS	  #1	   2985	  
TB4	   Mini-‐Barge	  PS	  #2	   2985	  
WB3	   GDS,	  Auklet,	  40’,	  PT	  

Angeles	  
28877	  

WB3	   GDS,	  Munson,	  38’.	  Seattle	   28887	  
WB3	   MSRC,	  AVOCET,	  36’,	  

Seattle	  
3129	  

SK2	   Seawoolf	  Skimmer,	  DOP	  
250	  

7543	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   C	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   2.5	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   66	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   4,620	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:00	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Shuttles	  two	  110	  bbl	  mini-‐barges	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #16	  (ST16)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV	  3	   MSRC	  PLOVER	   3149	  
B2	   SWB	  24”	  60’	   7544	  
B2	   COOT,	  KEPNER,	  20”,	  1,500’	   3141	  
TB4	   SWB	  123,	  400	  bbl	   7546	  
WB3	   MSRC	  COOT	  36’	   3140	  
WB4	   GDS,	  Whaler,	  22’,	  Seattle	   28885	  
WB4	   GDS,	  Roger,	  19’,	  Seattle	   28886	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   19,614	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   897	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:45	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Treat	  SWB	  as	  primary	  storage.	  
SWB	  can	  be	  trucked	  to	  Anacortes	  
GDS	  from	  SEA	  by	  trailer	  
Tim	  Notes:	  Treat	  the	  Marco	  like	  JBF	  Dip.	  They	  present	  the	  
same	  way	  
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Strike	  Team	  #17	  (ST17)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV3	   PINTAIL	  w/	  LORI	  Brush	   3101	  
TB4	   PS#3	  mini-‐barge,	  100	  bbl	   3147	  
PS4	   Pintail	  tank,	  8	  bbl	   3102	  
B2	   Kepner	  20”	  500’	   3092	  
WB3	   VOO,	  Sioux	  Arrow,	  45’	  Pt	  

An	  
31510	  

WB4	   MSRC,	  Work	  Boat,	  Pt	  
Angles	  

7559	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimmer	  Group	   A	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   4,536	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   378	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:11	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Mini-‐barge	  can	  be	  trucked	  to	  Anacortes	  
Treat	  mini-‐barge	  as	  primary	  storage	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #18	  (ST18)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV4	   MSRC	  PEREGRINE	   3030	  
TB4	   SWB	  19	   7554	  
B2	   Acme	  20”,	  500’	   2976	  
WB4	   MSRC,	  RESPONSE	  5,	  

Everett	  
7490	  

WB4	   MSRC,	  17-‐3,	  Everett	   7571	  
WB3	   GDS,	  Loon,	  34’,	  Tacoma	   28888	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   17,976	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   299	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:41	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
All	  can	  be	  trucked	  to	  Anacortes	  
Treat	  SWB	  as	  primary	  storage	  
WB4	  come	  by	  trailer	  
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Strike	  Team	  #19	  (ST19)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV4	   MSRC	  MERLIN	   24952	  
TB4	   SWB	  25	   7566	  
B2	   Acme	  20”,	  500’	   2976	  
WB4	   GDS,	  Rozema,	  18’	  

Anacortes	  
31142	  

WB4	   GDS,	  Titan,	  24’	  Seattle	   28881	  
WB3	   MSRC,	  BRANT,	  36’,	  

Tacoma	  
3144	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   17,976	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   299	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:41	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
All	  can	  be	  trucked	  to	  Anacortes	  
Treat	  SWB	  as	  primary	  storage	  
GDS	  by	  trailer	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #20	  (ST20)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
TB2	   OSRB,	  KENNY	   31491	  
PTP	   Yanmar	  Peristaltic	   28152	  
PTP	   Yanmar	  Peristaltic	   28153	  
PTP	   Centrifugal	  Deutx	  4”	   29789	  
TUG2	   TOO	   	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   n/a	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   n/a	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   n/a	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   1,292,886	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   Unknown	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  (default)	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   No	  offload	  
NOTES:	  Secondary	  Storage	  
2	  offload	  stations	  
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Strike	  Team	  #21	  (ST21)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
B2	   DESMI	  Speed	  Sweep	   31493	  
SK2	   Desmi	  250	   28252	  
TB4	   SWB	  1	   30267	  
WB2	   VOO,	  Wind	  Song,	  56’,	  

Neah	  	  
31517	  

WB3	   NRCES,	  FRV	  7,	  32’	  Neah	  
Bay	  

28570	  

WB3	   NRCES,	  FRV	  2.	  32’	  
Anacortes	  

28566	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   C	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   2.5	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   66	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   10,416	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:24	  
NOTES:	  Open	  Water	  
SWB	  &	  	  SK2	  can	  be	  trucked	  to	  Anacortes	  	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #22	  (ST22)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
B2	   DESMI	  Speed	  Sweep	   31492	  
SK2	   Crucial	  CD	   29795	  
TB4	   SWB	  2	   30792	  
WB2	   VOO,	  Valorous,	  58’	  Neah	   31519	  
WB3	   NRC,	  FRV	  5,	  32’,	  

Bellingham	  
28569	  

WB3	   NRC,	  FRV	  9,	  32’	  Everett	   28572	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   A	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   2.5	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   66	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   10,416	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   138	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:24	  
NOTES:	  Open	  Water	  
Skimmer	  and	  SWB	  can	  be	  trucked	  to	  Anacortes	  
Speed	  Sweep	  arrives	  on-‐scene	  on	  Cape	  Flattery	  
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Strike	  Team	  #23	  (ST23)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
B2	   Current	  Buster	   30801	  
PS2	   4	  ea.	  Towable	  Bladder	   7588-‐91	  
SK2	   DOP	  250	  Skimmer	   7545	  
WB2	   VOO	  Resolute,	  Neah	  Bay	   31515	  
WB3	   NRC,	  Retriever	  6669,	  

Anacortes	  
30266	  

WB3	   NRC,	  FRV	  4,	  32’	  Pt	  Angles	   28568	  
WB3	   NRC,	  Response	  1	  Seattle	   28574	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   C	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   2.5	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   66	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   100,800	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   No	  offload	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
Resolute	  and	  CB	  from	  Neah	  Bay	  
SK2	  &	  PS2	  Trucked	  from	  Everett	  
Once	  bladders	  are	  full,	  cease	  ops	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #24	  (ST24)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
OSRV4	   MSRC	  GREBE	   3007	  
TB4	   MSRC	  SWB	  23,	  400	  bbl	   7562	  
B1	   Kepner	  20”	  x	  600’	   3008	  
WB3	   NRC	  Sea	  Wolf,	  32’	  Pt	  

Town	  
28564	  

WB4	   NRC	  Stubby	  6558,	  23’	  
Anaco	  

30015	  

WB4	   NRC	  Pacman	  6034,	  23’	  
Frend	  

28558	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   1.0	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   200	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   18,060	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   299	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:41	  
NOTES:	  Protected	  Water	  
TB4	  trucked	  from	  Portland	  to	  Bellingham	  
Treat	  SWB	  as	  primary	  storage	  
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Strike	  Team	  #25	  (ST25)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRLID	  
TB2	   MSRC	  OSRB	  404	   7513	  
TUG2	   TOO	   	  
PTP	   DOP-‐250.	  440	  gpm	   7512	  
PTP	   DOP-‐250.	  440	  gpm	   29593	  
PTP	   DOP-‐250.	  440	  gpm	   30987	  
PTP	   CCN-‐150.	  2,200	  gpm	   7525	  

	  
INPUTS	  	  	  

Skimmer	  Group	   n/a	  
Skimming	  Speed	  	  (knots)	   n/a	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   n/a	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   1,680,000	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Decant	  Rate	  (gpm)	   2,200	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   No	  offload	  
NOTES:	  Secondary	  Storage	  
3	  offload	  stations	  
3	  additional	  crew	  needed	  
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Strike	  Team	  #26	  (ST26)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRL	  ID	  
RV	   MJ	  Green	   31085	  
PS4	   Sea	  Slug,	  25	  tonne	   1060	  
WB4	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No4	   31081	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimming	  Group	   A	  
Skimming	  Speed	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   13,440	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   190	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1.5	  
NOTES:	  No	  crew	  #	  for	  MJ	  Green	  
No	  Swath	  width,	  self-‐contained	  boom	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #27	  (ST27)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRL	  ID	  
OSRV2	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No9	   1196	  
B2	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No9-‐

Boom,	  300’	  
1191	  

WB3	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No11	   1197	  
B2	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No11-‐	  

Boom,	  1350’	  
1194	  

WB3	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No8,	  
1350’	  

1343	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimming	  Group	   B	  
Skimming	  Speed	  (knots)	   1	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   350	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   21,000	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   484	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:50	  
NOTES:	  	  
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Strike	  Team	  #28	  (ST28)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRL	  ID	  
OSRV2	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No2	   1336	  
WB3	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No7	   1345	  
B2	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No7	  –	  

Boom,	  1000’	  
1311	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimming	  Group	   A	  
Skimming	  Speed	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   3,234	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   357	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   440	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   1:10	  
NOTES:	  Why	  the	  WB4?	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #29	  (ST29)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRL	  ID	  
TB3	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No17	   1346	  
B3	   Boom	  –	  Kepner,	  3000’	   1317	  
SK3	   GT-‐185	  Skimmer	   1326	  
WB3	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No6,	  

35’	  Sea	  Truck	  
1233	  

TUG2	   Tug	  of	  Opportunity	   	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimming	  Group	   C	  
Skimming	  Speed	  (knots)	   0.65	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   150	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   270,256	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   198	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   No	  offload	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   No	  offload	  
NOTES:	  Crew	  on	  WB3	  and	  Tug	  not	  confirmed	  
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Strike	  Team	  #30	  (ST30)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRL	  ID	  
TB2	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No10	   1195	  
TUG2	   Tug	  of	  Opportunity	   	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimming	  Group	   n/a	  
Skimming	  Speed	  (knots)	   n/a	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   n/a	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   660,405	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   No	  offload	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   No	  offload	  
NOTES:	  	  
	  

	  

	  
Strike	  Team	  #31	  (ST31)	  

	  

	  
RESOURCES	  

Type	   Identification	   WRRL	  ID	  
TB2	   Burrard	  Cleaner	  No18	   31084	  
TUG2	   Tug	  of	  Opportunity	   	  

	  
INPUTS	  

Skimming	  Group	   n/a	  
Skimming	  Speed	  (knots)	   n/a	  
Swath	  Width	  (feet)	   n/a	  
Onboard	  Storage	  (gal)	   1,176,000	  
Nameplate	  Pump	  Rate	  (gpm)	   n/a	  
Discharge	  Rate	  (gpm)	   No	  offload	  
Offload	  Time	  (hh:mm)	   No	  offload	  
NOTES:	  	  
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Strike 
Team 

Start Time – 
Base Case 

(Hour) 

Start Time – 
Alternative Speeds 

(Hour) 
1 9.5 5.1 

2 9.5 6.7 

3 9.5 5.7 

4 8.5 6.3 

5 19.5 11.8 

6 48.4 21.3 

7 50.4 27.2 

8 9.7 6.8 

9 8.8 5.8 

10 23.6 14.2 

11 12.0 5.8 

12 18.2 12.2 

13 11.7 8.2 

14 19.5 16.9 

15 20.2 12.1 

16 21.6 18.3 

17 14.0 8.2 

18 21.6 9.6 

19 18.2 9.6 

20 20.2 15.6 

21 19.5 11.8 

22 19.5 17.5 

23 20.2 11.8 

24 14.4 7.5 

25 48.4 31.0 
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Scenario 
No. Location Sensitivity 

Oil 
Recovered 

(gal) 

Oil 
Remaining 
on Water 

% Spill 
Recovered 

% Spill 
Remaining 
on Water 

1  
(BASE 
CASE) 

Turn Point 
(Haro Strait) n/a 1,034,347 511,161 52% 26% 

2 

Point 
Lawrence 
(Rosario 
Strait) 

Location 1,004,472 536,878 50% 27% 

3 Turn Point 
Oil Type – 
Heavy Fuel 

Oil 
1,598,117 329,171 80% 16% 

4 Point 
Lawrence 

Oil Type – 
Heavy Fuel 

Oil 
1,639,579 281,450 82% 14% 

5 Turn Point Oil Type -
Dilbit 783,258 797,866 39% 40% 

6 Turn Point 
Time of 

Day – 7:00 
am 

982,985 556,433 49% 28% 

7 Turn Point Time of 
Day - Noon 967,462 565,333 48% 28% 

8 Turn Point 
Time of 

Day – 7:00 
pm 

1,079,379 469,136 54% 23% 

9 Turn Point Season – 
Summer 1,311,236 256,066 66% 13% 

10 Turn Point Season - 
Winter 528,083 1,025,795 26% 51% 

11 Turn Point Winds – 0 
knots 1,440,323 167,198 72% 8% 

12 Turn Point Winds – 
8.1 knots 396,778 1,137,818 20% 57% 

13 Turn Point Winds -
11.9 knots 211,714 1,297,964 11% 65% 

20 Turn Point 
Volume – 
10 million 

gal 
1,541,350 6,305,464 15% 63% 

21 Turn Point 
Volume – 
42 million 

gal 
1,643,939 32,019,855 4% 76% 
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Scenario 
No. Location Sensitivity 

Oil 
Recovered 

(gal) 

Oil 
Remaining 
on Water 

% Spill 
Recovered 

% Spill 
Remaining 
on Water 

14 Turn Point Delay – 2 
hrs 1,000,994 539,633 50% 27% 

15 Turn Point Delay – 4 
hrs 937,600 595,321 47% 30% 

16 Turn Point Delay –  
6 hrs 878,552 648,278 44% 32% 

26 Turn Point Delay –  
12 hrs 637,846 876,175 32% 44% 

27 Turn Point Delay –  
24 hrs 391,390 1,118,200 20% 56% 

17 Turn Point Alt. Transit 
Speeds 1,305,389 275,486 65% 14% 

18 Turn Point Open-
water Only 768,541 766,534 38% 38% 

19 Turn Point 
Add 

Canadian 
Forces 

1,093,718 453,470 55% 23% 

22 Turn Point 
Park 

Responder 
Only 

217,531 1,298,405 11% 65% 

22 a Turn Point 

Park 
Responder 
Only – with 

Night 

295,432 1,222,586 15% 61% 

23 Turn Point 

3 BAT 
Strike 

Teams in 
SJC 

637,846 876,175 32% 44% 

24 Turn Point 
6-Hour 

Equipment 
in SJC 

391,390 1,118,200 20% 56% 
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